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Section I. Introduction
The OAKLAND HOUSING AUTHORITY (OHA) was established in 1938 to assure the
availability of quality housing for low-income persons. OHA operates federally funded and other
low-income housing programs and assists over 15,000 of Oakland’s lowest-income families,
elderly and persons with disabilities. The mission of the OHA is:
To assure the availability of quality housing for low-income persons
and to promote the civic involvement and economic self-sufficiency of
residents and to further the expansion of affordable housing within
Oakland.
MTW Demonstration Program
OHA was selected to participate in the Moving to Work (MTW) Demonstration program in 2001
and executed its first MTW agreement with HUD in March of 2004. The original seven-year
contract was scheduled to expire on June 30, 2011. In February of 2009, OHA signed an
Amended and Restated Moving to Work Agreement with HUD. The new agreement extends
OHA’s participation in the MTW program through June 30, 2018. OHA is one of 39 public
housing authorities in the nation, out of approximately 3,400, participating in the MTW program.
MTW provides a unique opportunity for housing authorities to explore and test new and
innovative methods of delivering housing and supportive services to low-income residents.
Originally authorized under the Omnibus Consolidated Recessions and Appropriations Act of
1996, the MTW Demonstration program waives certain provisions of the Housing Act of 1937
and HUD’s implementing requirements and regulations. In addition, using MTW authority, OHA
may combine funding from several HUD programs into a Single Fund Budget with full flexibility.
The Authority may use MTW funds in the Single Fund Budget for any eligible MTW activity
including operating subsidy, capital improvements, acquisition and new construction, and
resident services. In addition, OHA’s agreement allows the MTW funds to be used outside of
the traditional Public Housing and Section 8 programs to support local housing activities. The
Oakland Housing Authority has renamed the MTW program “Making Transitions Work” in order
to better reflect the potential of the demonstration program here in Oakland.
The United States Congress established the following three statutory goals when it approved
the MTW Demonstration program:

 Reduce costs and achieve greater cost effectiveness in Federal expenditures;
 Give incentives to families with children whose heads of household are either working,

seeking work, or are participating in job training, educational or other programs, that
assist in obtaining employment and becoming economically self-sufficient; and

 Increase housing choices for low income families.
Overview of the Agency’s Short-Term and Long-Term Goals and Objectives
During Fiscal Year (FY) 2015, OHA will continue to streamline its administrative processes and
its business system to best reflect the advancements staff have made through implementation
of MTW activities. OHA anticipates launching its new business software in FY 2015, which will
allow OHA to implement MTW initiatives that our current business system does not
accommodate. It will also enhance the speed and accuracy with which OHA can deliver
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services to its clients, and allow simplified tracking and reporting on MTW initiatives and
households. Similarly, by continuing efforts to implement rent reform and other cost savings
activities, OHA will implement a local area portability policy to limit port-outs to neighboring
jurisdictions. Due to the loss of administrative fee to receiving housing authorities and in some
cases due to the higher payment standards, OHA will limit local area port-outs in order to
minimize the financial and administrative burden caused by these activities.
Additionally, OHA will implement a rent reform activity to make utility allowances consistent with
the minimum subsidy or occupancy standard for the household. While Federal Fiscal Year
(FFY) 2014 Appropriations language requires this activity for all housing authorities for the,
following guidance from the Secretary, OHA seeks to implement a long-term activity that will last
even if future authorizations do not include the same utility allowance provisions. In future years
OHA may consider additional reforms to encourage conservation by more closely linking utility
allowances with number of household members and energy efficiency rates. These combined
efforts will create administrative efficiencies that will enhance OHA operations, support MTW
initiatives, and increase sustainability in future years.
Due to reduced federal funding levels, OHA will place some activities on hold during FY 2015.
These temporary holds will limit OHA’s ability to increase housing choice for its participant
families and expand housing opportunities for new households.
However, through
implementing MTW activities in partnership with community partners, OHA seeks to continue to
serve substantially the same number of households as its adjusted baseline level while strongly
believing that these numbers should be proportionately adjusted based on the dramatic
reduction in Section 8 and 9 funding levels.
OHA will also create a blend of uses to exercise the single fund flexibility afforded by MTW. The
safety and community policing activities of the Oakland Housing Authority Police Department
(OHAPD), development and preservation of affordable housing, and housing opportunities for
special needs populations will all be funded through OHA’s single fund flexibility. Resident
employment training and placement programs and our coordinated education initiatives will also
continue as a result of the MTW single fund flexibility. While funding levels present challenges
to delivering housing and services to as many families as in past years, OHA will continue to
meet its goals through creative implementation of innovations developed under the MTW
platform.
The Oakland Housing Authority’s long-term goals remain focused on utilizing its participation in
the MTW Demonstration program to target the following primary areas.
Preserving and Enhancing Our Housing Portfolio
OHA has made a long-term commitment to use MTW authority to preserve and grow its
portfolio of public housing and Section 8 units through a combination of enhanced
operations and aggressive efforts to address deferred maintenance and improve physical
conditions by replacing outdated housing with new units when that is the most feasible
approach.
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Preserving and Expanding Affordable Housing Opportunities
OHA’s participation in the MTW program has allowed the Authority to preserve affordable
housing resources and also expand housing opportunities through real estate development
activities; moving families into new neighborhoods of choice through site acquisition,
through reinvestment into current neighborhoods, and through expanding the number and
types of housing available in newly constructed properties. The success of OHA’s
development initiatives is supported by partnerships with developers and by active
coordination with the City of Oakland. These brick and mortar strategies combined with new
innovative employment and education initiatives are designed to meet local neighborhood
needs creating both opportunity and improved health and education outcomes within these
neighborhoods.
Promoting Resident Empowerment, Self Sufficiency, and Educational Achievement
The long-term success for many of OHA’s clients requires a level of support beyond simply
housing. MTW allows OHA to enhance the quality and reach of client services provided
both in-house and in partnership with community based service providers who are experts in
their respective fields. Specifically OHA will focus in the area of parent engagement and
chronic absenteeism as it relates to Education. OHA also will direct its focus on connecting
trained and prepared residents to major development activities in the City, including the
Oakland Army Base and Oakland Global at the Port of Oakland, Oak to 9 th/ Brooklyn Basin
development project, and development of the Coliseum entertainment and sports complex
for employment. Development and ongoing operation of the Resident Leadership Center,
Neighborhood Orientation Workshops, and Leadership Academy to promote resident
leadership and empowerment continue to be high priorities in OHA long-term vision.
Expanding Housing Choice in Housing Programs
One of the long-term goals of OHA is to expand housing opportunities for residents within
Oakland, both through increasing the supply of quality housing choices throughout the City,
but also stabilizing the types and levels of affordability by, preserving extremely low and very
low income units while growing the number workforce housing units available in the City.
The MTW Annual Plan
As an MTW Agency, OHA submits an MTW Annual Plan to HUD containing the information
outlined in Attachment B of the MTW Agreement, HUD form 50900. OHA’s MTW Annual Plan
is intended to provide residents, the public and HUD with information on OHA’s programs and
policies, including both approved and planned MTW activities and operating budgets and capital
investment plans. The following provides a summary of the sections of the FY 2015 MTW Plan.
Section I. Introduction
This section provides general information about the MTW Demonstration program, an
overview of OHA’s short-term and long-term goals for FY 2015, and a summary of the Plan.
Section II. General Housing Authority Operating Information
This section includes general housing stock, lease-up, and waiting list information.
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Section III. Proposed MTW Activities
This section includes information on the following proposed MTW activities:
 15-01 Local Area Portability Policy
 15-02 Modified Utility Allowance Policy
Section IV. Approved MTW Activities
This section includes information on all approved and ongoing MTW activities.
Section V. Sources and Uses of Funding
This section includes summary budget information for FY 2015 including planned sources
and uses for MTW and non-MTW (special purpose) funds.
Section VI. Administrative
This section includes information on Board of Commissioners approvals and agency
certifications.
Section VII. Appendix
This section includes additional information explaining the MTW Plan public outreach
process, additional policy changes, and non-MTW related activities.
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Section II. General Housing Authority Operating Information
A. Housing Stock Information
1) Planned New Public Housing Units to be Added During the Fiscal Year
OHA does not anticipate adding any new public housing units during FY 2015.
Table 1: Planned New Public Housing Units to be Added During the Fiscal Year
# of UFAS Units
Bedroom Size

AMP Name and
Number
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1

2

3

4

5

6+

Total
Units

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

Population
Type *

Fully Accessible

Adaptable

Total Public Housing Units to be Added

0

* Select Population Type from: Elderly, Disabled, General, Elderly/Disabled, Other
If Other, please describe:

2) Planned Public Housing Units to be Removed During the Fiscal Year
OHA submitted a disposition application to the Special Application Center on December
22, 2010 requesting approval to dispose of 383 units in five senior sites. OHA initiated
the disposition application in response to the backlog of deferred maintenance, due to
long-term decreases in funding in the public housing program, and the increasing
operating costs that make the sites financially unviable. If the application is approved,
OHA plans to remove those units from its inventory.
Table 2: Planned Public Housing Units to be Removed During the Fiscal Year
PIC Dev. # / AMP
and PIC Dev. Name

Number of Units to be
Removed

Harrison Towers

101

Adel Court

30

Oak Grove North

77

Oak Grove South

75

Palo Vista Gardens

100

N/A
Total Number of
Units to be
Removed

0

Explanation for Removal

OHA submitted a disposition application to the Special Application Center
on December 22, 2010 requesting approval to dispose of 383 units in five
senior sites. OHA initiated the disposition application in response to the
backlog of deferred maintenance, due to long-term decreases in funding in
the public housing program, and the increasing operating costs that make
the sites financially unviable.

383
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3) New Housing Choice Vouchers to be Project-Based During the Fiscal Year
The Board of Commissioners has approved allocating up to 2,650 of the current MTW
HCV units for project-based assistance. OHA anticipates making one new commitment
to a single project with 20 project-based vouchers in FY 2015.
Table 3: New Housing Choice Vouchers to be Project-Based During the Fiscal Year

Property Name

Cathedral Gardens

Lakeside Senior
Apartments

MacArthur Transit
Village

Lion Creek Crossing
V

Anticipated Total
New Vouchers to
be Project-Based

Anticipated Number
of New Vouchers to
be Project-Based *

Description of Project

43

Cathedral Gardens will provide 100 new one-, two-, and three-bedroom
apartments to families and persons with special needs in the Uptown
District. The maximum household income served will be up to 60% of AMI.
The new development will include the restoration of an historic 1916
rectory that was originally part of the St. Francis de Sales Cathedral
complex as well as the new construction of two three- and four-story
multifamily structures.

91

Lakeside Senior Apartments is a a 92-unit (all one-bedroom) affordable
senior housing development in the Eastlake neighborhood, one block
from Lake Merritt. The site will serve seniors with maximum incomes up to
50% of AMI.

22

MacArthur Transit Village will have 22 project-based units as part of a
larger 624-unit project that includes rental and homeownership units. The
PBV units will serve two- and three-bedroom households and is located in
the Temescal neighborhood.

127

Lion Creek Crossing V is 128 studio, one- and two-bedroom apartments
serving seniors, age 55 and older, with maximum incomes of up to 50% of
AMI. The development is the fifth and final phase of a ten-year, transitoriented, redevelopment project that is located blocks away from the
Oakland Coliseum BART station.

283

Anticipated Total Number of
Project-Based Vouchers
Committed at the End of the
Fiscal Year
Anticipated Total Number of
Project-Based Vouchers
Leased Up or Issued to a
Potential Tenant at the End
of the Fiscal Year

20

440

*New refers to tenant-based vouchers that are being project-based for the first time. The count should only include agreements in which a
HAP agreement will be in place by the end of the year.

4) Other Changes to the Housing Stock Anticipated During the Fiscal Year
OHA does not anticipate any other changes to the housing stock during FY 2015.
5) General Description of All Planned Capital Fund Expenditures During the Fiscal
Year
OHA plans to make security upgrades at Public Housing sites in order to enhance safety
conditions for residents. Additional capital improvements at Public Housing sites will
Oakland Housing Authority
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include exterior painting, building and unit restoration projects, roof repair and
replacement, boiler repairs and replacement, and elevator repairs.
OHA also will carry out building and unit restoration and landscaping improvements at
various Project Based Section 8 properties and will make tenant improvements to an
administrative building at 1540 Webster Street. A table describing the FY 2015 Capital
Expenditures is included in Appendix C.
B. Leasing Information
1) Planned Number of Households Served at End of the Fiscal Year
Table 4: Planned Number of Households Served at the End of the Fiscal Year

MTW Households to be Served Through:

Planned
Planned Number Number of Unit
of Households to
Months
be Served*
Occupied/
Leased***

Federal MTW Public Housing Units to be Leased
Federal MTW Voucher (HCV) Units to be Utilized
Number of Units to be Occupied/Leased through Local, Non-Traditional,
MTW Funded, Property-Based Assistance Programs **
Number of Units to be Occupied/Leased through Local, Non-Traditional,
MTW Funded, Tenant-Based Assistance Programs **
Total Households Projected to be Served

1594
12036

144432

19128

567

6804

33

396

14230

170760

* Calculated by dividing the planned number of unit months occupied/leased by 12.
** In instances when a local, non-traditional program provides a certain subsidy level but does not specify a number of units/households
to be served, the PHA should estimate the number of households to be served.
***Unit Months Occupied/Leased is the total number of months the PHA has leased/occupied units, according to unit category during the
fiscal year.

2) Reporting Compliance with Statutory MTW Requirements
Not applicable. OHA is in compliance with the required statutory MTW requirements.
Table 5: Reporting Compliance with Statutory MTW Requirements
If the PHA has been out of compliance with any of the required statutory MTW requirements listed in Section II(C) of the Standard MTW
Agreement, the PHA will provide a narrative discussion and a plan as to how it will return to compliance. If the PHA is currently in
compliance, no discussion or reporting is necessary.

Not applicable. OHA is in compliance with the required statutory MTW requirements.

3) Description of any Anticipated Issues Related to Leasing of Public Housing,
Housing Choice Vouchers and/or Local, Non-Traditional Units and Possible
Solutions
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Table 6: Description of any Anticipated Issues Related to Leasing of Public Housing, Housing Choice Vouchers and/or Local, NonTraditional Units and Possible Solutions
Housing Program

Description of Anticipated Leasing Issues and Possible Solutions
The long period of underfunding in the Public Housing program had previously caused the
deferral of maintenance and repairs resulting in difficulty leasing apartments. With the
flexibility of funding under MTW, OHA has been able to invest resources to aggressively
address deferred maintenance and building repairs. OHA also plans increase the
marketability of 100 units by conducting rehabilitation efforts, thus minimizing the
challenges with leasing the units.

Public Housing

OHA staff and the property management companies are conducting aggressive lease
compliance activities to maintain the safety and peaceful enjoyment of the properties for
the residents. OHA will continue to pursue aggressive lease compliance activities at these
properties, which may result in higher than average vacancies. OHA is committed to this
strategy as an effective way to maintain the security and safety of these properties for the
residents.

Housing Choice Voucher

OHA continues to manage challenges regarding funding and the administrative and financial
burden of port-outs. In order to best manage this issue, OHA proposes Activity #15-01 to
and anticipates that it will lease up to 94% of the authorized MTW HCV amount. OHA will
continue to serve substantially the same number of households in relation to its baseline
and will exceed the 100% threshold.

Sponsor Based Housing
Assistance

Funding challenges prompted OHA to cap the lease up of this local, non-traditional program.
Additionally, because of the specialized needs of hard-to-house populations with regard to
mental health and behavioral challenges, the program may experience longer than average
lease-up times.

C. Wait List Information

Table 7: Wait List Information Projected for the Beginning of the Fiscal Year

Are There Plans to
Wait List Open,
Open the Wait List
Partially Open
During the Fiscal
or Closed***
Year

Housing Program(s) *

Wait List Type**

Number of
Households on
Wait List

MTW Housing Choice Voucher

Community-Wide

9345

Closed

No

MTW Public Housing (OHA Managed)

Site-Based

891

Closed

Yes

MTW Public Housing (Third Party
Managed)

Site-Based

3690

Closed except
one Partially
Open

No

Project-Based Voucher

Site-Based

3821

Closed

Yes

Rows for additional waiting lists may be added, if needed.
* Select Housing Program : Federal MTW Public Housing Units; Federal MTW Housing Choice Voucher Program; Federal non-MTW Housing
Choice Voucher Units; Tenant-Based Local, Non-Traditional MTW Housing Assistance Program; Project-Based Local, Non-Traditional MTW
Housing Assistance Program; and Combined Tenant-Based and Project-Based Local, Non-Traditional MTW Housing Assistance Program.
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** Select Wait List Types : Community-Wide, Site-Based, Merged (Combined Public Housing or Voucher Wait List), Program Specific (Limited by
HUD or Local PHA Rules to Certain Categories of Households which are Described in the Rules for Program Participation), None (If the Program
is a New Wait List, Not an Existing Wait List), or Other (Please Provide a Brief Description of this Wait List Type).
*** For Partially Open Wait Lists, provide a description of the populations for which the waiting list is open.
The site-based, public housing wait list at Lion's Creek Crossing is partially open for three (3) bedroom units.
N/A
N/A
If Local, Non-Traditional Housing Program, please describe:
N/A

N/A

N/A
If Other Wait List Type, please describe:
N/A
N/A
N/A
If there are any changes to the organizational structure of the wait list or policy changes regarding the wait list, provide a narrative
detailing these changes.

OHA does not anticipate any changes to the organizational structure of the wait list.
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Section III. Proposed MTW Activities
This section includes information on proposed MTW activities for which the Oakland Housing
Authority is requesting HUD approval.

Activity
#

MTW
Activity
Name

Table 8
Proposed MTW Activities: HUD Approval Requested
Description

Statutory
Objective(s)

Authorization(s)

15-01

Local Area
Portability
Reform

Revises portability policies in the Housing Choice
Voucher program to limit port-outs to local area
jurisdictions except for special circumstances.

Reduce costs and
achieve greater
cost effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section D.1.g

15-02

Modified Utility
Allowance
Policy

Modifies utility allowance policy to be consistent with FFY
2014 federal appropriations requirements that the
household’s utility allowance is consistent with the
minimum subsidy or occupancy standard and eliminates
the utility allowance payment.

Reduce costs and
achieve greater
cost effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section C.11,
D.2.a

MTW Activity #15-01: Local Area Portability Reform
A. Describe the activity
OHA proposes a local area portability policy that will limit elective moves to jurisdictions within
the nine Bay Area counties identified by the Association of Bay Area Governments: Alameda
County, Contra Costa County, Marin County, Napa County, San Francisco County, San Mateo
County, Santa Clara County, Solano County, and Sonoma County. Evidence shows that
housing authorities in neighboring counties administer about 924 OHA vouchers causing a loss
in 80 percent (80%) of the administrative fee. While the objective of the Housing Choice
Voucher program is to provide increased housing options for families, OHA finds that many
households exercise the option to move with their vouchers to neighboring housing authorities,
especially those without MTW programs or with higher payment standards.
Given the
prevalence of local area port outs, the areas of concentration of port out requests, and their
negative impact on program administration and self-sufficiency goals, OHA requests approval to
quell port-outs to jurisdictions in all nine counties and initially will implement the policy in five
counties. The policy will be expanded to include additional jurisdictions as needed.
OHA anticipates that some households will need to move out of Oakland for special needs.
This new portability policy will allow families to move their tenant based vouchers locally under
limited circumstances such as:


Reasonable accommodation for persons with a disability
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Verifiable employment opportunity more than 35 miles from the City of Oakland limits
and at least 20 hours per week minimum wage applicable in the state



Situations covered underneath the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA)



Participants porting out for education for the head of household and or spouse only will
need to show proof of full-time enrollment at a college or university



Verifiable threat to the physical safety of the family



OHA port-outs where the receiving Public Housing Authority (PHA) absorbs the voucher



Port-outs for vouchers that OHA is administering (unabsorbed) due to those vouchers
porting in from another PHA



Declared natural disaster or state of emergency

Any exceptions to this policy will be reviewed by the Executive Director, or his designee, on a
case-by-case basis.
Additionally, there currently are 1,051 port-out households, of which 924 are in jurisdictions
within the nine local area counties. OHA will allow current port-out households to remain in their
current jurisdiction. However, upon implementation, this policy also will apply to any port-out
households that request to port to another jurisdiction.
This activity would be implemented upon approval, and OHA will inform households of the new
policy in briefings and at reexaminations.
B. Describe how the proposed activity will achieve one or more of the three statutory
objectives
This activity relates to the statutory objective to reduce costs and achieve greater cost
effectiveness in federal expenditures. OHA will be able to reduce costs and staff resources by
processing fewer portability requests for voucher program households. OHA also will have
greater ability to track MTW households’ achievements in the area of self-sufficiency because
households will be discouraged from porting out to avoid OHA’s MTW program requirements.
C. Identify and discuss the anticipated impact
OHA anticipates that this activity will lead to a reduction in administrative time spent processing
local area port-outs. This policy will reduce the drain of vouchers out of OHA’s portfolio and
thus will reduce administration costs for both OHA and the receiving housing authorities. The
activity also may result in stabilizing project based voucher properties and the surrounding
neighborhoods by reducing the turnover rates and creating longer term tenants.
OHA also anticipates a decrease in the cost of wait list management by limiting the number of
applicants that apply and receive assistance from OHA and port-out after they complete the
Oakland Housing Authority
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one-year residency requirement or those applicants that are processed but do not ever lease
up.
D. Provide the anticipated schedules for achieving the stated objective
OHA plans to begin implementation upon approval of the activity. The Authority will introduce
the policy for port-out requests to jurisdictions within five counties: Alameda, Contra Costa, San
Francisco, Santa Clara, and Solano counties. Evaluation metrics have been developed to
measure the impacts of minimizing local area port outs. OHA will track the number of port out
requests received from participants. If the data demonstrates that OHA residents request to
port out to other local jurisdictions, OHA will exercise its authority and expand the activity to
include jurisdictions in the remaining four Bay Area counties. OHA will provide a minimum 30day notification of the new policy to all households.
E. Standard HUD Metrics
Standard HUD Metrics
CE #1: Agency Cost Savings
Unit of Measurement
Total cost of task in dollars
(decrease).
Local Port-out Requests

Administering Local Portouts

Total cost of task in
dollars.

Baseline

Benchmark

Cost of task
Expected cost of task
prior to
after implementation of
implementation
the activity = $46.94 *
of the activity =
1.5 hours * 350 =
$46.94 (Staff
$24,644 (50%
Salary) * 1.5
reduction)
hours * 700
port-out
requests =
$49,287
Cost of task
Expected cost of task
prior to
after implementation of
implementation
the activity = $46.94
of the activity =
(Staff Salary) * 825
$46.94 (Staff
port-out requests =
Salary) * 1
$38,726 (25%
hours * 1,100
reduction)
port-out
requests =
$51,634
Total cost of
Total expected cost
task prior to
of task after
implementation implementation of
of the activity = the activity = $26,644
$49,287 +
+ $38,726 = $63,370
$51,634 =
(37% reduction)
$100,921
CE #2: Staff Time Savings
Oakland Housing Authority
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Final Projected
Outcome
Expected cost of task
after implementation
of the activity = $46.94
* 1.5 hours * 350 =
$24,644 (50%
reduction over all)

Expected cost of task
after implementation
of the activity = $46.94
(Staff Salary) * 650
port-out requests =
$25,817 (50%
reduction over all)

Total expected cost
of task after
implementation of
the activity = $24,644
+ $25,817 = $270,461
(50% reduction)

Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Final Projected
Outcome

Total time to complete the
task in staff hours
(decrease).

Total amount of
staff time
dedicated to the
task prior to
implementation
of the activity =
1.5 hours * 700
requests =1,050
staff hours
Total amount of
staff time
dedicated to the
task prior to
implementation
of the activity =
1 hour * 1,100
=1,100 staff
hours
Total amount
of staff time
dedicated to
the task prior
to
implementation
of the activity =
1,050 + 1,100 =
2,150 hours

Expected amount of
total staff time
dedicated to the task
after implementation of
the activity = 1.5 hours
* 350 requests = 525
hours (50% reduction)

Expected amount of
total staff time
dedicated to the task
after implementation
of the activity = 1.5
hours * 350 requests =
525 hours (50%
reduction)

Expected amount of
total staff time
dedicated to the task
after implementation of
the activity = 1 hour *
825 requests = 825
hours (25% reduction)

Expected amount of
total staff time
dedicated to the task
after implementation
of the activity = 1 hour
* 350 requests = 350
hours (67% reduction)

Expected amount of
total staff time
dedicated to the task
after implementation
of the activity = 525 +
825 = 1,350 hours
(37% reduction)

Expected amount of
total staff time
dedicated to the task
after implementation
of the activity = 525 +
350 = 875 (40%
reduction)

Local Port-Out Requests

Administering Local Portouts

Total time to complete
the task in staff hours

F. Baseline Performance Level
Processing port-out requests and administering port-out billing is time and labor intensive. OHA
set the baseline performance level at a total of 3 hours to process requests and manage portouts to any jurisdiction. Staff review and process an average of 700 local port-out requests and
manage about 1,100 local port-outs, which was used as the baseline for measuring future
outcomes. The baseline data for the staff time and resources spent on completing port outs
was based on management estimates.
G. Yearly benchmarks
The annual benchmarks for each metric are included in the chart above.
H. Final projected outcomes
Annually, OHA receives about 700 port-out requests to neighboring jurisdictions. By limiting
local area portability, OHA projects that it will reduce the number of port-out requests by 50% to
local jurisdictions over time.
I. Data source from which metric data will be compiled
The data collected for the number of port-out requests that are processed by staff and other
metric data is derived from and maintained in the agency software system.
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J. Authorizations
Authorization for this activity is found in Attachment C, Section D.1.g, of OHA’s Amended and
Restated Agreement.
K. Authorization Explanation
Current regulations outlined in 24 CFR 982.353(b) state that a household may lease a unit
outside of the original jurisdiction that issued the voucher assistance. In order to amend current
portability policies, OHA cites Attachment C, Section D.1.g as justification for the authorization
to conduct this MTW activity.
L. Rent Reform
This is not considered a rent reform activity because it does not impact the way a tenant’s rent
is calculated.
MTW Activity #15-02: Modified Utility Allowance Policy
A. Describe the activity
Utility costs significantly impact housing affordability. While the cost of utilities is impacted by
the age and condition of the unit, the greatest determinant of household utility expenses is the
household’s consumption patterns. In order to promote changes to consumption patterns and
encourage energy conservation the selection of energy efficient units, OHA proposes to modify
its utility allowance policy. New policy under this activity will serve as an administrative cost
savings measure and requires that a household’s utility allowance is consistent with that
household’s minimum subsidy standard for Housing Choice Voucher households and the
minimum occupancy standard for Public Housing households or the size of the actual unit,
whichever is smaller.
A utility allowance serves as an offset of the household’s tenant rent portion and is provided to
assist participant families with monthly utility expenses. Under current policy, the utility
allowance amount is directly tied to the number of bedrooms of the unit leased. Due to the link
to the unit size, program participants who chose a larger size unit would receive the
corresponding higher utility allowance. Currently, considering about one-third of OHA’s Housing
Choice Voucher households reside in larger units, an unintended negative consequence of this
policy is the significant cost burden placed on the OHA budget to fund a tenant’s discretionary
decision. Under this modified utility allowance policy, a household will receive a utility
allowance for a unit consistent with their minimum subsidy standard/occupancy standard and
not based on the number of bedrooms in the unit leased.
OHA also proposes to eliminate the Utility Reimbursement Payment (URP), which is payment to
the participant household whenever the utility allowance exceeds the tenant rent obligation.
Upon approval of this activity in the FY 2015 MTW Annual Plan, no new instances of a URP will
be provided and all households that are currently receiving a URP, will continue to do so until
such time that 1) household income increases to where the rent calculation does not provide for
the URP, or 2) six months after OHA issues initial notification informing households that URPs
will no longer be issued.
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B. Describe how the proposed activity will achieve one or more of the three statutory
objectives
This activity relates to the statutory objective to reduce costs and achieve greater cost
effectiveness in federal expenditures. OHA will be able to reduce costs by linking the utility
allowance to the number of bedrooms for which a family qualifies thereby limiting payments in
excess of the amount that the household currently is subsidized. This activity will also achieve
cost effectiveness by saving the total amount of URP paid out monthly to tenants, which will
promote and encourage families to conserve energy and lease units that are energy efficient
and appropriately sized.
C. Identify and discuss the anticipated impact
OHA anticipates that this activity will lead to a reduction in the total amount provided for utility
allowances. It is also expected that this activity may lead to a reduction in the number of
families that choose a unit that exceeds the standard for which they qualify and may encourage
property owners participating in the Housing Choice Voucher program to upgrade units with
more energy efficient features to attract Section 8 assisted families. This initiative is also
designed to encourage household members to make efforts their consumption habits and
actively seek energy efficient housing options. OHA hopes to determine if there is an increase
in the number of landlords providing energy efficient units and will investigate the capacity to
capture electronically this data under a new business system.
D. Provide the anticipated schedules for achieving the stated objective
OHA plans to implement this activity upon approval. OHA staff will introduce this new initiative
to property owner’s through our Owner Services Division and through OHA’s resident
newsletter. Current and new individual households will be advised of the policy in briefings and
all families will be reminded of the policy during reexaminations.
E. Standard HUD Metrics
CE #1: Agency Cost Savings
Unit of Measurement
Total cost of task in
dollars (decrease).
Utility Allowance

Total cost of task in
dollars (decrease).
Utility Reimbursement
Payment

Baseline

Benchmark

Final Projected
Outcome

Cost of task prior to
implementation of
the activity (in
dollars) =
$11,188,104 per
year

Expected cost of
task after
implementation of
the activity =
$10,228,812 (9%
reduction)

Actual cost of task after
implementation of the
activity (in dollars).
$8,391,078 (25%
reduction)

Cost of task prior to
implementation of
the activity = Utility
Reimbursement
Payment = $220,968
per year

Expected cost of
task after
implementation of
the activity (in
dollars) = $110,484
(50% reduction)

Actual cost of task after
implementation of the
activity (in dollars =
Zero (0)
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Total cost of task in
dollars (decrease).

Cost of task prior to
implementation of
the activity = (Staff
salary) * .05 hours *
number of files =
($46.14 *.05) * 4,259
= $9,826

Staff

Total cost of task in
dollars.

Cost of task after to
implementation of
the activity = Zero
(0)

Actual cost of task after
implementation of the
activity (in dollars =
Zero (0)

Total expected
cost of task after
implementation of
the activity =
$10,228,812 +
$110,484 =
$10,449,780 (8.5%
reduction)
CE #2: Staff Time Savings

Total expected cost
of task after
implementation of the
activity = $8,391,078 +
$0 = $8,391,078
(26.5% reduction)

Total cost of task
prior to
implementation of
the activity =
$11,188,104 +
$220,968 =
$11,418,898

Unit of Measurement
Total time to complete
the task in staff hours
Utility Allowance

Baseline
Total amount of
staff time
dedicated to the
task prior to
implementation of
the activity =
.05 hours * 4,259
households = 212
hours

Benchmark

Final Projected
Outcome

Expected amount of
total staff time
dedicated to the task
after implementation
of the activity =
.01 hours * 4,259
households = 71
hours

Actual amount of total
staff time dedicated to
the task after
implementation of the
activity = .01 hours *
3194 households (25%
decrease) = 32 hours

CE #3: Decrease in Error Rate of Task Execution
Unit of Measurement
Average error rate in
completing a task as a
percentage (decrease).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

CE #5: Increase in Agency Rental Revenue
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark
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Final Projected
Outcome

Rental revenue/total
tenant payment in
dollars (increase).
Housing Choice
Voucher
Rental revenue/total
tenant payment in
dollars (increase).
Public Housing
Total rental
revenue/total tenant
payment in dollars
(increase).

Rental revenue prior
to implementation of
the activity (in
dollars) =
$4,343,040
Rental revenue prior
to implementation of
the activity (in
dollars) =
$2,215,116
Total rental
revenue prior to
implementation of
the activity (in
dollars) $6,558,156

Expected rental
revenue after
implementation of the
activity (in dollars) =
$5,191,848 (21%
increase)
Expected rental
revenue after
implementation of the
activity (in dollars) =
$2,222,460 (Less that
1% increase)
Total expected
rental revenue after
implementation of
the activity (in
dollars) = $7,414,308

Actual rental revenue
after implementation
of the activity (in
dollars) = $7,140,066
(40% increase)
Actual rental revenue
after implementation
of the activity (in
dollars) = $2,237,267
(1% increase)
Total actual rental
revenue after
implementation of
the activity (in
dollars) = $9,377,333
(30% increase)

F. Baseline Performance Level
Baseline performance levels are indicated in the chart above.
G. Yearly benchmarks
Baseline performance levels are indicated in the chart above.
H. Final projected outcomes
Final projected outcomes are included in the chart above. About 4,200 households occupy the
wrong sized unit based on the subsidy or occupancy standard and about 460 households
receive Utility Reimbursement Payment. Under the new policy, OHA projects a decrease in the
number of households that choose larger units and a potential increase in the number of
households that choose either smaller units or units that are more energy efficient.
I. Data source from which metric data will be compiled
The data collected for the total cost savings and other metric data is derived from and
maintained in the agency software system.
J. Authorizations
Authorization for this activity is found in Attachment C, Section C.11 and Section D.2.a., of
OHA’s Amended and Restated Agreement.
K. Authorization Explanation
Current regulations outlined in 24 CFR 982.517(d)(1) describe the requirements for how OHA
must apply the utility allowance schedule and 24 CFR 960.253(c)(3) establishes the
requirement for providing a utility reimbursement payment to tenants. The calculation of the
utility allowance impacts the total amount the tenant pays. The authorizations given in
Attachment C, Section C.11 and Section D.2.a. of OHA’s Amended and Restated Agreement
allow the agency to implement the utility allowance reforms proposed in this activity.
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L. Rent Reform
Impact Analysis
This policy impacts the calculation of the rent since the utility allowance is a dollar for dollar
offset of the tenant rent portion. OHA has developed this rent reform activity in line with recent
federal appropriations language to streamline utility allowance policy and connect utility
allowances to the applicable minimum subsidy or occupancy standard for Housing Choice
Voucher and Public Housing households. This activity also discontinues the provision of
monthly Utility Allowance Reimbursement Payments (URP) to program households.
Based on an analysis of the current households receiving utility allowances, OHA has
determined that approximately 4,259 households reside in a unit larger than their minimum
subsidy or occupancy standard. Those households will experience a decrease in the utility
allowance. Based on a separate analysis, OHA identified 466 households receive a URP. The
average URP is $40 per month, which represents the average decrease for the households that
will be affected by this new policy.
OHA will experience additional impacts including a decrease in the total cost of providing utility
allowances and utility allowance payments, as described in the Standard HUD Metrics chart in
Section E. Staff time dedicated to processing utility allowances will decrease.
Impact Analysis of Modified Utility Allowance Policy
Total Households Receiving Utility Allowance (UA)

HCV

Public Housing

11,850

717

Households residing in a unit larger than their 4,259
subsidy/occupancy standard
Average decrease in UA due to new policy per month
(by bedroom size of the actual unit)
Total Number of Households Receiving a URP
Average Amount of URP per month

2 BR
3 BR
4 BR
5 BR
6 BR
466
$39.60

121
$4.58
$11.31
$22.76
$40.11
$65.75

$1.19
$3.12
$7.20
---

Demographic Characteristics of Impacted Residents

Family Type Based on Head of
Household
Elderly (> 62 years old)
Elderly Disabled
Elderly Non-Disabled

Public
Housing

Section 8

23%
16%
7%

25%
20%
5%
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Disabled (< 62 years old)
Family

Total

Race Based on Head of Household
White
Black/African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
More than 1 Race and/or Other
Not Reported
Total
Ethnicity Based on Head of Household
Hispanic
Non-Hispanic
Not Reported
Total
Households with at least 1 working
member
Percentage of Households
Number of People in the Household
1 Person
2 People
3 People
4 People
5 People
6+ People
Total

19%
58%
100%

22%
53%
100%

4%
80%
0%
14%
0%
0%
0%
100%

7%
71%
1%
20%
0%
1%
0%
100%

4%
96%
0%
100%

4%
96%
0%
100%

38%

38%

40%
32%
17%
8%
2%
1%
100%

37%
27%
15%
12%
5%
3%
100%

Hardship Case Criteria
OHA will provide notification to all households at least six-months prior to implementation of the
new UA policy. Households that submit a request and qualify as a hardship case will receive an
additional six-month deferment of the new UA policy. All requests for extensions of the hardship
period will be reviewed by the Executive Director, or his designee, on a case-by-case basis. The
hardship policy applies to cases that meet the following criteria:




The UA or URP decreased by greater than $50,
and
Head of household/Co-head/Spouse is elderly or disabled, or
Household verifies enrollment in a reduced rate utility program (i.e. PG&E CARE).

As part of the notification, OHA will encourage households to enroll in supportive services
programs through the Family and Community Partnerships Department or other approved
partner programs and to enroll in reduced rate utility programs for low-income households (i.e.
PG&E CARE program).
Description of Annual Reevaluation of Rent Reform Activity
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OHA will review and evaluate the impacts of this activity and the hardship requests on an
annual basis to confirm that the results are reasonable and in line with intended outcomes.
Transition Period
The implementation of both elements of this activity will begin upon approval for HCV
households. All households that live in units larger than their subsidy size will have their utility
allowance “right-sized” to meet the new requirements and will be converted to the modified
utility allowance policy. OHA also will discontinue processing new instances of the URP. All
households receiving the URP upon implementation of this activity will receive at least six
months notification of the new policy before the payments are discontinued.
OHA will split the implementation of this activity into two phases for the Public Housing
Program. The URP policy will follow the same timeline as the HCV households. OHA will
implement the “right-sized utility allowance” policy in the Public Housing program in FY 2016
and will consider exempting those households currently over-housed due to the Authority having
no units with the correct bedroom size available for the household to move into, in that program.
The delayed implementation of the utility allowance portion of the activity will provide adequate
time for OHA to implement its new business system and develop a method of tracking the
households who qualify for the abovementioned exemption versus those households for whom
the unit-size exemption does not apply.
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Section IV. Approved MTW Activities: HUD approval previously
granted
The activities discussed in this section have been approved by HUD in previous fiscal years.
Table 9 provides a list of all approved MTW activities including the year the activity was
implemented and the primary statutory objective(s) the activity is intended to impact. Each
activity has been assigned a number based on the fiscal year in which the activity was identified
(e.g. 14-01 indicates that the activity was identified in the FY 2014 MTW Annual Plan).
Table 9
Approved MTW Activities: HUD Approval Previously Granted
Activity
#

14-01

Fiscal Year
Implemented

Not Yet
Implemented
(NYI)

MTW
Activity
Name

Description

Alternative
Recertification
Schedules

Changes reexamination of income
for elderly and disabled households
on fixed incomes to every three
years and every two years for wage
earning households. Households
with fixed income from Social
Security will receive automatic
adjustments to their rent in interim
years based on published cost of
living adjustments (COLA) to the
subsidy program.
Creates a pilot program to test rent
reform strategies at Campbell
Village (Public Housing) and AMP
10 (Section 8 PBV) where:

13-01

NYI

Rent Reform
Pilot Program

12-01

2012

Eliminate Caps
on PBV
Allocations

11-01

2011

PBV
Occupancy
Standards

 Total Tenant Payment (TTP)
calculated based on 27.5% of
gross annual income for seniors
and disabled households and
27% for work-eligible households
 Triennial recertification schedule
for senior and disabled
households, biennial schedule for
work-eligible households
 Eliminate all deductions and
earned income disallowance
 Recent increases in income
excluded in recertification
 Absolute minimum rent of $25
Eliminates the cap on the total
number of units the Authority can
project-base and the number of
units that can be project-based in a
development
Modifies the occupancy standards in
the PBV program to be consistent
with occupancy standards required
by other state or locally
administered funding in a
development (e.g. LIHTC program)
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Statutory
Objective(s)

Authorization(s)

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section C.4, D.1.c

-Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
-Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become
economically
self-sufficient

Attachment C,
Section C.4, C.11
Section D.1.c
Section D.2.a

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section D.1.e,
Section B.3

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section D.7

11-02

11-03

11-05

NYI

Standardized
Transfer Policy

NYI

SRO/ Studio
Apartment
Project-based
Preservation
Program

2011

PBV
Transitional
Housing
Programs

Creates standard transfer policies in
the public housing, Section 8, and
project-based assistance programs
to increase housing choices for
residents.
Develops a PBV sub-program
tailored to the needs of
developments with SRO and studio
units providing service enriched
housing. OHA will commit long-term
PBV subsidies to developments
where there is a need to preserve
the housing resource.
Modifies PBV program rules to
permit transitional service enriched
housing to fill specific unmet
community needs. Used to operate
the MOMS Program, which provides
transitional service enriched housing
to mothers returning from prison to
reunite with their children.
Increases allocation of resources to
the MOMS program to improve
outcomes and enhance program
coordination. MOMS program is
operated in partnership with the
Alameda County Sheriff's
Department.

2010

Specialized
Housing
Programs

2010

Program
Extension for
Households
Receiving $0
HAP

Extends the period of time that a
household can remain in the Section
8 program while receiving zero HAP
assistance from 6 months to 24
months.

2010

Combined
PBV HAP
Contract for
Multiple Noncontiguous
Sites

Allows a single PBV HAP contract to
be executed for non-contiguous
scattered site buildings organized by
AMP or other logical grouping.

10-04

2010

Alternative
Initial Rent
Determination
for PBV Units

10-05

2010

Acceptance of
Lower HAP in
PBV Units

10-06

2010

Local Housing
Assistance
Program

10-01

10-02

10-03

Allows for the use of a comparability
analysis or market study certified by
an independent agency approved in
determining rent reasonableness to
establish the initial PBV contract
rent.
In situations where a family
becomes over housed as a result of
conflicting occupancy policies in the
conversion from Public Housing to
Section 8, this activity allows the
landlord or management agent to
accept a lower HAP based on the
appropriate number of bedrooms for
the family and in order to keep the
family in-place.
Develops a Local Housing
Assistance Program (LHAP) to
assist households that otherwise
might not qualify for or be successful
in the traditional Public Housing
and/or Section 8 programs. LHAP is
provided directly to eligible families
and to partnering agencies providing
service enriched housing to special
needs populations.
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Increase
housing
choices

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section D.7

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section B.1, B.4,
D.1.a,b
Attachment D,
Section B.2

Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become
economically
self-sufficient
Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become
economically
self-sufficient

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

Attachment C,
Section D.1.b,
D.3.a

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section D.1.a, D.7

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section D.2, D.7

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section D.7

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

10-07

10-08

10-09

2010

Disposition
Relocation and
Counseling
Services

Provides counseling and relocation
assistance to impacted public
housing residents in developments
approved for disposition.

2011

Redesigns the FSS Program to
incorporate best practices in the
industry and encourage partnerships
with community based programs
and initiatives.

2010

Waive 12
Month
Minimum Stay
Requirement
in Converted
PBV Units

Waives the 12 month minimum stay
requirement for existing tenants in
units that have converted to PBV
assistance as the result of an
approved disposition.

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section D.7

Uses a risk-based strategy to
allocate HQS inspection resources
in order to improve compliance at
problem properties and allocate
fewer resources to properties with a
history of compliance.

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section D.5
Attachment D,
Section D

Provides temporary housing
assistance to preserve existing
affordable housing resources and
allow tenants to remain in-place.

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section C.4, D.1.c

09-01

2011

09-02

2010

Short-Term
Subsidy
Program

08-01

2008

Fund
Affordable
Housing
Development
Activities

07-01
(moved
to 14-01)

2010

Triennial
Income
Recertification

06-01

2006

Site Based
Wait Lists

2006

Allocation of
PBV Units:
Without
Competitive
Process

Allows for the allocation of PBV
subsidy to developments owned
directly or indirectly, through an
affiliated partner, by OHA without
using a competitive process.

Allocation of
PBV Units:
Using Existing
Competitive
Process

Allows for the allocation of PBV
subsidy to qualifying developments
using the City of Oakland
NOFA/RFP or other existing
competitive process.

06-03

-Increase
housing
choices
Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become
economically
self-sufficient

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

Redesign FSS
Program

Alternative
HQS System

06-02

-Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become more
economically
self-sufficient

2006

Utilize single-fund budget flexibility
to leverage funds to preserve
affordable housing resources and
create new affordable housing
opportunities in Oakland.
Changes reexamination of income
for elderly and disabled households
on fixed incomes to every three
years. Eligible households receive
automatic adjustments to rent in
interim years based on published
cost of living adjustments (COLA) to
the subsidy program (i.e. SS, SSI,
etc.)
Establishes site based wait lists in
all public housing sites, HOPE IV
sites, and developments with PBV
allocations.
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Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
-Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
-Increase
housing
choices
-Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
-Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section E

Attachment C,
Section C.1

Attachment C,
Section D.7.a

Attachment C,
Section D.7.b

A. Implemented Activities
OHA is currently implementing the following activities:

Fiscal Year
Implemented

MTW
Activity
Name

12-01

2012

Eliminate Caps
on PBV
Allocations

11-01

2011

PBV
Occupancy
Standards

2011

PBV
Transitional
Housing
Programs

Activity
#

11-05

10-01

10-02

10-03

Table 10
Implemented Activities
Description
Eliminates the cap on the total number
of units the Authority can project-base
and the number of units that can be
project-based in a development
Modifies the occupancy standards in
the PBV program to be consistent with
occupancy standards required by other
state or locally administered funding in
a development (e.g. LIHTC program)
Modifies PBV program rules to permit
transitional service enriched housing to
fill specific unmet community needs.
Used to operate the MOMS Program,
which provides transitional service
enriched housing to mothers returning
from prison to reunite with their
children.

2010

Specialized
Housing
Programs

Increases allocation of resources to
the MOMS program to improve
outcomes and enhance program
coordination. MOMS program is
operated in partnership with the
Alameda County Sheriff's Department.

2010

Program
Extension for
Households
Receiving $0
HAP

Extends the period of time that a
household can remain in the Section 8
program while receiving zero HAP
assistance from 6 months to 24
months.

2010

Combined PBV
HAP Contract
for Multiple
Noncontiguous
Sites

Allows a single PBV HAP contract to
be executed for non-contiguous
scattered site buildings organized by
AMP or other logical grouping.

10-06

2010

Local Housing
Assistance
Program

09-01

2011

Alternative
HQS System

Develops a Local Housing Assistance
Program (LHAP) to assist households
that otherwise might not qualify for or
be successful in the traditional Public
Housing and/or Section 8 programs.
LHAP is provided directly to eligible
families and to partnering agencies
providing service enriched housing to
special needs populations.
Uses a risk-based strategy to allocate
HQS inspection resources in order to
improve compliance at problem
properties and allocate fewer
resources to properties with a history
of compliance.
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Statutory
Objective(s)

Authorization(s)

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section D.1.e,
Section B.3

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section D.7

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment C,
Section B.1, B.4,
D.1.a,b
Attachment D,
Section B.2

Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become
economically
self-sufficient
Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become
economically
self-sufficient

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

Attachment C,
Section D.1.b,
D.3.a

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section D.1.a, D.7

Increase
housing
choices

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section D.5
Attachment D,
Section D

08-01

2008

Fund
Affordable
Housing
Development
Activities

07-01
(moved
to 14-01)

2010

Triennial
Income
Recertification

This activity is now described under
activity #14-01.

2006

Site Based
Wait Lists

Establishes site based wait lists in all
public housing sites, HOPE IV sites,
and developments with PBV
allocations.

2006

Allocation of
PBV Units:
Using Existing
Competitive
Process

Allows for the allocation of PBV
subsidy to qualifying developments
using the City of Oakland NOFA/RFP
or other existing competitive process.

06-01

06-03

Utilize single-fund budget flexibility to
leverage funds to preserve affordable
housing resources and create new
affordable housing opportunities in
Oakland.
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Increase
housing
choices
Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
-Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
-Increase
housing
choices

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

Attachment C,
Section C.4, D.1.c
Attachment C,
Section C.1

Attachment C,
Section D.7.b

MTW Activity #12-01: Eliminate Caps on PBV Allocations
Description of MTW Activity: Eliminate caps on project-based voucher (PBV) allocations. Under
the existing regulations, Public Housing Authorities (PHA) are limited to project-basing up to 20
percent (20%) of the amount of budget authority allocated to the PHA by HUD in the PHA
voucher program. In addition, PHAs are limited to project-basing up to 25 percent (25%) of
units in a single development. Previously, OHA has received approval in the FY 2010 MTW
Plan to remove the cap on the number of PBVs allocated to a single development. This activity
expands on the previously approved activity to eliminate caps on PBV allocations in all areas.
Anticipated Impacts: Preserve the long-term affordability of housing units as Public Housing,
Moderate Rehabilitation, or other assisted housing units are converted to PBV assistance.
Award projects to developers that will leverage the PBV funding commitment to preserve or
build additional affordable housing.
Status Update: Ongoing, however OHA does not anticipate making any PBV awards in FY
2015.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Performance measures for this activity reflect the unknown status of new awards.
Standard HUD Metrics
HC #4: Displacement Prevention
Unit of Measurement
Number of households
at or below 80% AMI
that would lose
assistance or need to
move (decrease). If
units reach a specific
type of household, give
that type in this box.

Baseline
Households losing
assistance/moving prior to
implementation of the activity =
Zero(0)

Benchmark
Expected households losing
assistance/moving after
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0)

Standard OHA Metrics
Additional Units of Housing Made Available
Unit of Measurement
Number of new housing
units made available for

Baseline
Number of PBV units awarded
above 25% of the total units in
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Benchmark
Expected housing units of this type
after implementation of the activity

households at or below
80% AMI as a result of
the activity (increase). If
units reach a specific
type of household, give
that type in this box.

a project = Zero (0) units
Number of PBV units awarded
above 20% of total units in
voucher program = Zero (0)
units

= Zero (0) units
Expected housing units of this type
after implementation of the activity
= Zero (0) units

Units of Housing Preserved
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of housing
units preserved for
households at or below
80% AMI that would
otherwise not be
available (increase). If
units reach a specific
type of household, give
that type in this box.

Housing units preserved prior
to implementation of the activity
= Zero (0) units

Expected housing units preserved
after implementation of the activity
= Zero (0) units

Increase in Resident Mobility
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of households
able to move to a better
unit and/or
neighborhood of
opportunity as a result
of the activity
(increase).

Households able to move to a
better unit and/or neighborhood
of opportunity prior to
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0) households

Expected households able to move
to a better unit and/or
neighborhood of opportunity after
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0) households

Households Assisted by Services that Increase Housing Choice
Unit of Measurement
Number of households
receiving services
aimed to increase
housing choice
(increase).

Baseline
Households receiving this type
of service prior to
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0) households
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Benchmark
Expected number of households
receiving these services after
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0) households

MTW Activity #11-01: PBV Occupancy Standards
Description of MTW Activity: Modify the occupancy standards in the PBV program to be
consistent with occupancy standards required by other state or locally administered funding in a
development (e.g. LIHTC program). Based on family composition, under this activity a family
may qualify for a larger bedroom size than they would have under the previous policy. The
activity applies to new participants in the PBV program and to in-place families whose
household composition changes would require them to relocate.
Anticipated Impacts: Create consistent occupancy standards for all units in a development
regardless of source of subsidy, thereby, increasing housing options for households assisted
with PBVs.
Status Update: Ongoing
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table and the local OHA
metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
HC #4: Displacement Prevention
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of households at
or below 80% AMI that
would lose assistance or
need to move (decrease).
If units reach a specific
type of household, give
that type in this box.

Number of Households losing
assistance of forced to move
prior to implementation of the
activity = 3 households
verify

Expected
households
losing
assistance/moving
after
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0) households

HC #5: Increase in Resident Mobility
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of households
able to move to a better
unit and/or neighborhood
of opportunity as a result of
the activity (increase).

Households able to move to a
better
unit
and/or
neighborhood of opportunity
prior to implementation of the
activity = Zero (0) households

Expected households able to
move to a better unit and/or
neighborhood of opportunity after
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0) households doesn’t apply
because
they
households
impacted by this activity are in
place.

Standard OHA Metrics
Additional Units of Housing Made Available
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Unit of Measurement
Number of new housing
units made available for
households at or below
80% AMI as a result of the
activity (increase). If units
reach a specific type of
household, give that type
in this box.

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of households who Expected housing units of this
would not qualify for an type after implementation of the
available unit based on activity = 5 households
household composition =
Zero (0) households

Units of Housing Preserved
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of housing units Housing units preserved prior Expected housing units preserved
preserved for households to implementation of the after implementation of the
at or below 80% AMI that activity = Zero (0) units
activity = 2 units
would otherwise not be Verify
available (increase). If
units reach a specific type
of household, give that
type in this box.
Households Assisted by Services that Increase Housing Choice
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of households
receiving services aimed to
increase housing choice
(increase).

Households receiving this
type of service prior to
implementation of the activity
= Zero (0) households

Expected number of households
receiving these services after
implementation of the activity = 5
households

MTW Activity #11-05: PBV Transitional Housing Program
Description of MTW Activity: Develop sub-programs modeled after the Project-Based Voucher
program to allow for transitional housing opportunities at developments serving low-income
special needs households who otherwise might not qualify for or be successful in the Public
Housing and/or Section 8 programs. With established partnerships with the Alameda County
Sherriff’s Office, this activity facilitates the development of local, non-traditional housing
programs like the Maximizing Opportunities for Mothers to Succeed (MOMS) initiative, which
offers service-enriched transitional housing support to formerly incarcerated women seeking to
reunite with their children. In addition to the housing subsidy, the MOMS program offers
customized adult, family and youth case management, group counseling services, family
activities and educational and employment development assistance to all participants.
Anticipated Impacts: Expand housing options for low-income special needs families that would
traditionally not be served by the Public Housing or Section 8 program.
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Status Update: Staff continues to develop the PBV transitional housing program and will
incorporate the necessary Administrative Plan revisions during the year. The pilot project for
this activity is the Maximizing Opportunities for Mothers to Succeed (MOMS) program, which
provides 21 units of service enriched transitional housing for women leaving the county jail
system and reuniting with their children.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: This activity has been expanded to include additional
transitional housing opportunities under the Parents and Children Together (PACT) / Dads
Acquiring & Developing Skills (DADS) programs. Continuing the partnership with the Alameda
County Sheriff’s Office will provide participant families the opportunity to enter into a family
residential family reunification plan that will include a variety of supportive services. These
transitional programs are currently planned to provide assistance for 12 to 18 months.
PACT/DADS will include a transitional, residential component that will provide a safe, temporary
apartment unit that allows participants who have received custody or at the final stages of
acquiring custody to experience the reunification process in a stable home environment.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
HC #5: Increase in Resident Mobility
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of households able Households able to move to a Expected households able to
to move to a better unit better unit and/or neighborhood move to a better unit and/or
and/or neighborhood of of
opportunity
prior
to neighborhood of opportunity
opportunity as a result of implementation of the activity = after implementation of the
the activity (increase).
Zero (0)
activity = 21 households
HC #7: Households Assisted by Services that Increase Housing Choice
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of households
receiving services aimed to
increase housing choice
(increase).

Households receiving this type
of
service
prior
to
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0)

Expected
number
of
households receiving these
services after implementation
of the activity = 21 households

Standard OHA Metrics
Additional Units of Housing Made Available
Unit of Measurement

Baseline
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Benchmark

Number of new housing
units made available for
households at or below
80% AMI as a result of the
activity (increase). If units
reach a specific type of
household, give that type in
this box.

Number of households who Expected housing units of this
would not qualify for an type after implementation of
available
unit
based
on the activity = 21 households
household composition = Zero (10 new MOMS plus 11 new
(0) households
DADS)

Increase in Household Income
Unit of Measurement
Average earned income of
households affected by this
policy in dollars (increase).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

Increase in Household Savings
Unit of Measurement
Average amount of
savings/escrow of
households affected by this
policy in dollars (increase).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

Increase in Positive Outcomes in Employment Status
Report the Baseline, Benchmark and Outcome data for each type of employment status for
those head(s) of households affected by the self-sufficiency activity.
Unit of Measurement
Baseline
Benchmark
Report the following
information separately for
each category:
(1) Employed Full- Time
(2) Employed Part- Time
(3) Enrolled in an
Educational Program
(4) Enrolled in Job Training
Program
(5) Unemployed
(6) Other

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.
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Percentage of total workable households in
<<category name>> prior to
implementation of activity
(percent). This number may
be zero.

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

Households Removed from Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
Unit of Measurement
Number of households
receiving TANF assistance
(decrease).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

Households Assisted by Services that Increase Self Sufficiency
Unit of Measurement
Number of households
receiving services aimed to
increase self-sufficiency
(increase).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

Reducing Per Unit Subsidy Costs for Participating Households
Unit of Measurement
Average amount of Section
8 and/or 9 subsidy per
household affected by this
policy in dollars (decrease).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

Households Transitioned to Self Sufficiency
Unit of Measurement
Number of households
transitioned to self
sufficiency (increase). The
PHA may create one or
more definitions for "self
sufficiency" to use for this
metric. Each time the PHA
uses this metric, the

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.
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"Outcome" number should
also be provided in Section
(II) Operating Information in
the space provided.

MTW Activity #10-01: Specialized Housing Programs
Description of MTW Activity: In partnership with the Alameda County Sheriff’s Department, OHA
operates the MOMS program. This activity increases the allocation of resources to the MOMS
program to improve outcomes and enhance program coordination among partners.
Anticipated Impacts: Improve self-sufficiency outcomes for residents.
Status Update: Ongoing. Based on the success of the pilot, the program may be expanded
during FY 2015 to house additional families up to 25 households, and a new re-entry/family
unification program that will include fathers and their children is in development with our
partners and may begin in this program year.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA anticipates expanding the program to more
households where feasible.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
CE #4: Increase in Resources Leveraged
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Amount of funds leveraged Amount leveraged prior to Actual amount leveraged
in dollars (increase).
implementation of the activity (in after implementation of the
dollars) = Zero (0)
activity
(in
dollars)
=
$100,000
MTW Activity #10-02: Program Extension for Households Receiving Zero HAP
Description of MTW Activity: Modify the HCV program rules to allow participants receiving a
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) of zero ($0) to remain in the program for up to 24 months
before being terminated from the program.
Anticipated Impacts: Remove incentives for families to end employment or reduce sources of
income in order to maintain housing assistance. Encourage employment and provide additional
security for participants trying to increase their income.
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Status Update: Ongoing.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
SS #1: Increase in Household Income
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Average earned income of
households affected by this
policy in dollars (increase).

Average earned income of
households affected by this
policy prior to implementation of
the activity (in dollars).
$47,711 for 109 households

Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Expected average earned
income of households
affected by this policy prior to
implementation of the activity
(in dollars) = $47,711 (0%
increase)
SS #4: Households Removed from Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)

Number of households
receiving TANF assistance
(decrease).

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

SS #6: Reducing Per Unit Subsidy Costs for Participating Households
Unit of Measurement
Average amount of Section
8 and/or 9 subsidy per
household affected by this
policy in dollars (decrease).

Baseline
Average subsidy per household
affected by this policy prior to
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0)

Benchmark
Expected average subsidy
per household affected by
this policy after
implementation of the activity
= Zero (0)

SS #7: Increase in Agency Rental Revenue
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

PHA rental revenue/HAP in OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
dollars (increase).
2014 Annual MTW Report.
SS #8: Households Transitioned to Self Sufficiency
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Unit of Measurement
Number of households
transitioned to self
sufficiency (increase). The
PHA may create one or
more definitions for "self
sufficiency" to use for this
metric. Each time the PHA
uses this metric, the
"Outcome" number should
also be provided in Section
(II) Operating Information in
the space provided.

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

Standard OHA Metrics
Households Assisted by Services that Increase Self Sufficiency
Unit of Measurement
Number of households
receiving services aimed to
increase self-sufficiency
(increase).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

MTW Activity #10-03: Combined PBV HAP Contract for Non-Contiguous Scattered Sites
Description of MTW Activity: Modify PBV program rules to allow HAP contracts to be executed
for non-contiguous buildings.
Anticipated Impacts: Reduce agency administrative costs associated with staff time and
preparing, executing, and managing the HAP contracts.
Status Update: Ongoing. OHA does not anticipate utilizing this activity in FY 2015, but it
remains active for use with eligible sites.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: OHA modified the baseline and
benchmarks for staff salary costs to accurately reflect up-to-date performance measures.
Standard HUD Metrics
CE #1: Agency Cost Savings
Unit of Measurement

Baseline
Oakland Housing Authority
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Benchmark

Total cost of task in dollars Cost
of
task
prior
to Expected cost of task after
(decrease).
implementation of the activity = implementation of the activity
$52.61 (staff salary/hour) * 48 = $52.61 * 0 hours = $0
hours = $2,525
CE #2: Staff Time Savings
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Total time to complete the Total amount of staff time
task
in
staff
hours dedicated to the task prior to
(decrease).
implementation of the activity = 6
hours/contract * 8 contracts = 48
hours

Benchmark
Expected amount of total
staff time dedicated to the
task after implementation of
the
activity
=
6
hours/contract * 0 contracts
= Zero (0)

MTW Activity #10-06: Local Housing Assistance Program
Description of MTW Activity: The Local Housing Assistance Program (LHAP) activity through
initiatives like the Sponsor Based Housing Assistance Program (SBHAP) provides support to
households, that might not qualify for or be successful in the traditional Public Housing and/or
Section 8 programs. LHAP provides subsidies to eligible households and to partnering
agencies operating service enriched housing for low-income households with special needs.
LHAP programs serve families in partnership with the City of Oakland’s Department of Human
Services and the Oakland PATH Rehousing Initiative, leveraging the expertise and experience
of the non-profit, community-based service providers to provide rental housing assistance
through the form of rental subsidies, utility assistance, security deposits, etc. to individuals who
come from homeless encampments or are exiting the criminal justice system, or are
emancipated foster youth.
Anticipated Impacts: Increase the housing choices for hard-to-house families and provide critical
support to agencies operating serviced enriched housing for special needs households.
Status Update: Ongoing.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
HC #1: Additional Units of Housing Made Available
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Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Number of new housing
units made available for
households at or below
80% AMI as a result of the
activity (increase) LHAP
SBHAP

Number of households who would
not qualify for an available unit
based on household composition =
Zero (0)

Expected housing units of
this type after
implementation of the
activity = 39

Number of households who would
not qualify for an available unit
based on household composition =
Zero (0)
Total number of households who
would not qualify for an available
unit based on household
composition = Zero (0)

Expected housing units of
this type after
implementation of the
activity = 110
Total expected housing
units of this type after
implementation of the
activity = 149

Total number of new
housing units made
available for households
at or below 80% AMI as a
result of the activity
(increase).

Benchmark

HC #5: Increase in Resident Mobility
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of households
able to move to a better
unit and/or neighborhood
of opportunity as a result of
the activity (increase).
LHAP

Households able to move to a
better unit and/or neighborhood of
opportunity prior to implementation
of the activity = Zero (0)

Expected households able
to move to a better unit
and/or neighborhood of
opportunity after
implementation of the
activity = 39

Number of households
able to move to a better
unit and/or neighborhood
of opportunity as a result of
the activity (increase).
SBHAP

Households able to move to a
better unit and/or neighborhood of
opportunity prior to implementation
of the activity = Zero (0)

Expected households able
to move to a better unit
and/or neighborhood of
opportunity after
implementation of the
activity = 110

Total number of
households able to move
to a better unit and/or
neighborhood of
opportunity as a result of
the activity (increase).

Total households able to move to
a better unit and/or
neighborhood of opportunity
prior to implementation of the
activity = Zero (0)

Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Total expected
households able to move
to a better unit and/or
neighborhood of
opportunity after
implementation of the
activity = 149
HC #7: Households Assisted by Services that Increase Housing Choice
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Benchmark

Number of households
Households receiving this type of
receiving services aimed to service prior to implementation of
increase housing choice
the activity = Zero (0)
(increase). LHAP

Expected number of
households receiving these
services after
implementation of the
activity = 14

Number of households
Households receiving this type of
receiving services aimed to service prior to implementation of
increase housing choice
the activity = Zero (0)
(increase). SBHAP

Expected number of
households receiving these
services after
implementation of the
activity =110

Total number of
households receiving
services aimed to
increase housing choice
(increase). SBHAP

Total expected number of
households receiving
these services after
implementation of the
activity =124

Total households receiving this
type of service prior to
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0)

MTW Activity #09-01: Alternative HQS System
Description of MTW Activity: Develop an alternative inspection methodology and frequency for
HQS inspections based on a risk assessment system and findings from prior inspections.
Properties that are HQS compliant and pass their first inspection are only inspected every two
years. Properties that fail on the first inspection remain on the annual inspection schedule.
Properties that fail to pass HQS after two inspections will be inspected more frequently and
require semi-annual inspections for the next year. After two inspections that pass, the property
may be placed back on an annual or biennial inspection schedule. Results of the inspections
are submitted electronically to HUD via the HUD 50058 form and stored electronically in OHA’s
database.
Anticipated Impacts: The protocol is designed to be less intrusive to residents, requiring fewer
inspections in properties that maintain units in good condition. In addition, resources can be
better allocated to focus on properties with HQS deficiencies rather than on properties with a
history of compliance.
Status Update: Ongoing. The number of vouchers in the HCV program has increased since the
baseline was established. Therefore, the baseline has been revised to reflect expected
outcomes based on the current number of vouchers available in the HCV program.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA plans to eliminate the six-month inspection
requirement in order to eliminate burden to owner and tenant. Properties that fail to pass
inspection after two inspections will continue to be inspected on an annual basis.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
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CE #1: Agency Cost Savings
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Total cost of task in dollars Cost
of
task
prior
to
(decrease).
implementation of the activity =
12,980 inspections *$30.80 (cost
per inspection) =$399,784

Benchmark
Expected cost of task after
implementation
of
the
activity = 9,358 inspections *
$30.80 = $288,226

CE #2: Staff Time Savings
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Total time to complete the Prior to implementation of this activity, OHA outsourced annual
task
in
staff
hours inspections through a contractor. OHA staff will work with the
(decrease).
vendor to set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

CE #3: Decrease in Error Rate of Task Execution
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Total time to complete the Prior to implementation of this activity, OHA outsourced annual
task
in
staff
hours inspections through a contractor. OHA staff will work with the
(decrease).
vendor to set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.
Standard OHA Metrics
Number of Units Inspected
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Number of units inspected 12,980 units
annually

Benchmark
9,358 units (28% reduction)

Number of Inspections Conducted
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Number
of
inspections 12,980 inspections
conducted annually
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Benchmark
9,358 inspections
reduction)

(28%

MTW Activity #08-01: Fund Affordable Housing Development Activities
Description of MTW Activity: Utilize Single Fund Flexibility to leverage funds to preserve
affordable housing resources and create new affordable housing opportunities in Oakland.
Anticipated Impacts: Create new and replacement affordable housing thereby increasing the
housing choices for low-income households.
Status Update: Ongoing.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
HC #1: Additional Units of Housing Made Available
Unit of Measurement
Number of new housing
units made available for
households at or below
80% AMI as a result of the
activity (increase). If units
reach a specific type of
household, give that type
in this box.

Baseline
Housing units of this type prior to
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0)

Benchmark
Expected housing units of
this type after
implementation of the
activity = 388 units under
construction

HC #2: Units of Housing Preserved
Unit of Measurement
Number of housing units
preserved for households
at or below 80% AMI that
would otherwise not be
available (increase). If
units reach a specific type
of household, give that
type in this box.

Baseline
Housing units preserved prior to
implementation of the activity =
Zero (0)

Benchmark
Expected housing units
preserved after
implementation of the
activity = 100 units
rehabilitated

HC #5: Increase in Resident Mobility
Unit of Measurement

Baseline
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Benchmark

Number of households
able to move to a better
unit and/or neighborhood
of opportunity as a result
of the activity (increase).

Households able to move to a
better unit and/or neighborhood of
opportunity prior to implementation
of the activity = Zero (0)

Expected households able
to move to a better unit
and/or neighborhood of
opportunity after
implementation of the
activity = 400 households

Standard OHA Metrics
Households Assisted by Services that Increase Housing Choice
Unit of Measurement
Number of households
receiving services aimed
to increase housing choice
(increase).

Baseline
Households receiving this type of
service prior to implementation of
the activity = Zero (0)

Benchmark
Expected number of
households receiving these
services after
implementation of the
activity = 136 households

MTW Activity #07-01: Triennial Income Recertification
Description of MTW Activity: Conduct income reexaminations every three (3) years for elderly
and disabled households on fixed incomes in the Public Housing and Section 8 programs. In
the interim years, an automatic adjustment is applied to the households’ housing payment equal
to the cost of living adjustment (COLA) made to the households’ related income subsidy
program.
Hardship Exception (Rent Reform activity): Households may request an interim review at any
time if they believe their rent portion would be lower than the stated cost of living increase or
decrease.
Anticipated Impacts: Reduce the administrative time and costs associated with conducting
reexaminations for these households on fixed incomes.
Status Update: Ongoing pending implementation of Activity #14-01. Activity is being
implemented at two Public Housing sites and in the Housing Choice Voucher program.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: Due to the financial burden on the tenant and the
excessive administrative burden on agency staff, when the published cost of living adjustment
increases, OHA may elect not to process the cost of living adjustment for fixed income
households. This change will allow tenants access to modest levels of additional income and
will relieve staff time to process other tasks.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
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Standard HUD Metrics
CE #1: Agency Cost Savings
Unit of Measurement
Total cost of task in dollars
(decrease).

Baseline
Cost of task prior to
implementation of the activity =
$41.49 employee salary/hour *
3,081 hours = $128,755

Benchmark
Expected cost of task after
implementation of the activity
= $41.79 * 1,698 = $70,959

CE #2: Staff Time Savings
Unit of Measurement
Total time to complete the
task in staff hours
(decrease).

Baseline
Total amount of staff time
dedicated to the task prior to
implementation of the activity = 1
hour/review * 3,081 files = 3,081
hours

Benchmark
Expected amount of total
staff time dedicated to the
task after implementation of
the activity = 1 hour * 1,698
files + .33 hour * 2,064
COLA files = 1,698 hours
(55% reduction)

CE #5: Increase in Agency Rental Revenue
Unit of Measurement
Rental revenue in dollars
(increase).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

MTW Activity #06-01: Site Based Wait Lists
Description of MTW Activity: Establish site based wait lists at all public housing sites, HOPE VI
sites, and developments with PBV allocations.
Anticipated Impacts: The selection and pre-screening of prospective tenants at each site
improves efficiency and reduces the duplication of administrative functions. Site based wait lists
allow applicants to choose what sites or areas of the city they choose to live, and reduces the
number of households rejecting an apartment because it is not near the family’s support
systems, work and schools. Applicants may apply for multiple lists as well. Additionally, OHA
has chosen to use a lottery system at its site based wait lists down to a number that offers can
be made to in a reasonable period of time. Thus, the site based wait lists will be opened and
closed more frequently thereby increasing the frequency of access to affordable housing
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opportunities, reducing the long waiting periods for applicants, and reducing the need and cost
of wait list purging and maintenance.
Status Update: Ongoing
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
CE #1: Agency Cost Savings
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Total cost of determining Cost of task prior to implementation Expected cost of task after
program eligibility in dollars of the activity = $875 per vacancy
implementation
of
the
(decrease).
activity $500 per vacancy
Total
cost
of
lease Cost of task prior to implementation Expected cost of task after
available vacant units to of the activity = $110,000 annually
implementation
of
the
public housing applicants
activity = $77,000 annually
in dollars (decrease).
CE #2: Staff Time Savings
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Total time to complete the Total amount of staff time
task
in
staff
hours dedicated to the task prior to
(decrease).
implementation of the activity (in
hours) = 19 hours/household

Benchmark
Expected amount of total
staff time dedicated to the
task after implementation of
the
activity
=
11
hours/household

CE #3: Decrease in Error Rate of Task Execution
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Average error rate in Average error rate of task prior to
completing a task as a implementation of the activity =
percentage (decrease).
Unknown at this time and OHA will
conduct a quality control audit in
FY 2014 to determine error rate.

HC #3: Decrease in Wait List Time
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Benchmark
Expected average error rate
of task after implementation
of the activity = Anticipated
error rate is 5 percent (5%)

Unit of Measurement
Average applicant time on
wait list in months
(decrease).

Baseline

Benchmark

OHA will set the baseline and subsequent benchmarks in the FY
2014 Annual MTW Report.

MTW Activity #06-03: Allocation of PBV Units: Using Existing Competitive Process
Description of MTW Activity: Allocate PBV units to qualifying developments using the City of
Oakland Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA)/ RFP or other existing competitive process.
Anticipated Impacts: Reduce the administrative time and development costs associated with
issuing a RFP. Increase housing choices by creating new or replacement affordable housing
opportunities.
Status Update: Ongoing
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
Changes or Modifications to Metrics, Baselines or Benchmarks: Changes to the metrics,
baselines, and benchmarks are included in the Standard HUD Metrics table below.
Standard HUD Metrics
CE #1: Agency Cost Savings
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Total cost of task in dollars Cost of task prior to implementation Expected cost of task after
(decrease).
of the activity = $7,500 per RFP
implementation
of
the
activity = $0
CE #2: Staff Time Savings
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Total time to complete the Total amount of staff time dedicated Expected amount of total
task
in
staff
hours to the task prior to implementation staff time dedicated to the
(decrease).
of the activity = 100 hours per RFP
task after implementation of
the activity = 15 hours per
RFP
Standard OHA Metrics
Additional Units of Housing Made Available
Unit of Measurement

Baseline
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Benchmark

Number of new housing
units made available for
households at or below
80% AMI as a result of the
activity (increase). If units
reach a specific type of
household, give that type
in this box.

Number of households who would
not qualify for an available unit
based on household composition =
Zero (0)

Expected housing units of
this
type
after
implementation
of
the
activity = Zero (0)

Units of Housing Preserved
Unit of Measurement

Baseline

Benchmark

Number of housing units Housing units preserved prior to Housing units preserved
preserved for households implementation of the activity = prior to implementation of
at or below 80% AMI that Zero (0)
the activity = Zero (0)
would otherwise not be
available (increase). If
units reach a specific type
of household, give that
type in this box.
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B. Not Yet Implemented Activities
Table 11
Approved MTW Activities Not Yet Implemented
Activity
#

14-01

Fiscal Year
Implemented

Not Yet
Implemented
(NYI)

MTW
Activity
Name

Alternative
Recertification
Schedules

Description

Changes reexamination of income for
elderly and disabled households on
fixed incomes to every three years and
every two years for wage earning
households. Households with fixed
income from Social Security will receive
automatic adjustments to their rent in
interim years based on published cost
of living adjustments (COLA) to the
subsidy program.

Creates a pilot program to test rent
reform strategies at Campbell Village
(Public Housing) and AMP 10 (Section
8 PBV) where:

13-01

11-02

11-03

 Total Tenant Payment (TTP)
calculated based on 27.5% of gross
annual income for seniors and
disabled households and 27% for
work-eligible households
 Triennial recertification schedule for
senior and disabled households,
biennial schedule for work-eligible
households
 Eliminate all deductions and earned
income disallowance
 Recent increases in income
excluded in recertification
 Absolute minimum rent of $25

Statutory
Objective(s)

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

-Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
-Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become
economically
self-sufficient

Authorization(s)

Attachment C,
Section C.4, D.1.c

Attachment C,
Section C.4, C.11
Section D.1.c
Section D.2.a

NYI

Rent Reform
Pilot Program

NYI

Standardized
Transfer Policy

Creates standard transfer policies in the
public housing, Section 8, and projectbased assistance programs to increase
housing choices for residents.

Increase
housing choices

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

NYI

SRO/ Studio
Apartment
Project-based
Preservation
Program

Develops a PBV sub-program tailored
to the needs of developments with SRO
and studio units providing service
enriched housing. OHA will commit
long-term PBV subsidies to
developments where there is a need to
preserve the housing resource.

Increase
housing choices

Attachment C,
Section D.7

MTW Activity #14-01: Alternative Recertification Schedules
Description of MTW Activity: Regulations require that a household’s income is recertified for
program eligibility and rent calculations once a year. In FY 2007, MTW activity #07-01 was
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approved allowing for a triennial recertification schedule for elderly and/or disabled households
on a fixed income in the Public Housing and Section 8 programs. In the interim years, an
automatic adjustment is applied to the households’ housing payment equal to the cost of living
adjustment (COLA) made to the households’ related income subsidy program. This activity has
been implemented in the Section 8 program and at two senior-designated properties in the
Public Housing program. This schedule has been effective at reducing staff time and costs, as
well as, being less intrusive and time consuming for residents. Activity #14-01 incorporates
changes made by Activity #07-01 and changes the recertification schedule for wage earning
households to once every two years for wage earning households. All households that report
no income, no income from wages, or temporary income remain on an annual schedule for
recertifications. OHA requires the households on the annual recertification schedule to report
increases in income.
Implementation Plan Update: Complete implementation of Activity #14-01 is on hold pending full
integration of the new business software. This activity has not yet been implemented because
the new elements require a level of time and staff commitment exceeding OHA's available
capacity. OHA has delayed implementation until the new business software is tested and fully
implemented. In 2014, OHA executed a contract with the vendor and plans to launch the new
business system in the beginning of calendar year 2015. Implementation of this rent reform will
follow.
Implementation Timeline: OHA anticipates implementing this activity in the beginning of FY
2017. Two months before implementation, staff will update affected residents through mail
correspondence and in community meetings. Within six months of implementation, OHA will
recertify all households under the new rent calculation. By the end of FY 2018, all families will
be on the new reformed rent calculation.
Changes or Modifications: Due to the increased financial burden on the tenant and the
excessive administrative burden on agency staff, OHA plans to discontinue calculating the cost
of living adjustment for fixed income households. Upon implementation, OHA will reassess
benchmarks to include this modification.
MTW Activity #13-01: Rent Reform Pilot Program
Description of MTW Activity: Create a pilot program to test rent reform strategies at Campbell
Village (Public Housing) and AMP 10 (Section 8 PBV) where:
 Total Tenant Payment (TTP) calculated based on 27.5% of gross annual income for
seniors and disabled households and 27% for work-eligible households
o Working seniors and working disabled individuals will have the option to choose
to be included in the “work-eligible” group where their rent would be calculated
based on 27% of their gross income and they would be on a biennial
recertification schedule.
 Triennial recertification schedule for senior and disabled households, biennial schedule
for work-eligible households
 Eliminate all deductions (elderly/disabled deduction, dependent deduction, medical
expenses, child care expenses) and earned income disallowance
 Increases in income within six months of recertification are excluded
 Absolute minimum rent of $25. Households will still be eligible for a utility allowance.
However, no rent will be reduced below the minimum rent due to a utility allowance.
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Flat rent – In the Public Housing program, households will still have the option to choose
a flat rent or the rent reform income-based rent calculation during initial eligibility or at
the time of recertification.

During the test phase of the pilot program, OHA will, at its discretion, withdraw components that
are not working and/or move forward with implementing the policy for additional participants or
properties based on the outcomes, after providing an opportunity for the public to comment on
proposed changes. More details about this program and its components can be found in the FY
2013 MTW Annual Plan.
Implementation Plan Update: This activity has not yet been implemented because the current
business system used to manage OHA tenant rent calculations does not have the capacity to
modify the total tenant rent. As a result, OHA has delayed implementation of this rent reform
until the new business software is tested and fully implemented. OHA has contracted with the
vendor and plans to launch the new business system in the beginning of calendar year 2015.
Implementation of this rent reform will follow.
Implementation Timeline: OHA anticipates implementing this activity in the beginning of FY
2016 if the new business system can accommodate modified TTP calculations. Two months
before implementation, staff will update affected residents through mail correspondence and in
community meetings. Within six months of implementation, OHA will recertify all households
under the new rent calculation. By the end of calendar year 2017, all families participating in the
pilot program will be on the new reformed rent calculation.
Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015.
MTW Activity #11-02: Standardize Transfer Policy
Description of MTW Activity: Adopt a policy to allow residents to transfer from Public Housing or
PBV assisted housing to the tenant-based Section 8 voucher program. Amend the current
transfer policies to standardize the procedures across programs. Policy may include provisions
such as the length of tenancy required to request a transfer voucher, impacts to the HCV wait
list, and a cap on the number of transfer vouchers issued annually. Families may be required to
complete a two-year tenancy in order to be eligible to request a transfer voucher from either the
Public Housing or PBV program. In order to limit the impact on the HCV waitlist, the issuance of
vouchers may be subject to a one-for-one policy whereby at least one or more new vouchers
are issued to families selected from the HCV tenant-based waiting list for every Public Housing
or PBV transfer voucher issued. In order to control demand, OHA is considering limiting the
number of transfer vouchers available to no more than 10 percent (10%) of the total units in the
Public Housing and PBV programs combined per year.
Implementation Plan Update: OHA has not initiated implementation of this activity due to the
unstable funding environment. Roll out of this activity also depends whether OHA's MTW
Agreement is extended. The Authority has frozen issuance of housing choice vouchers
resulting in transfer vouchers being unavailable for public housing and PBV assisted clients.
Upon confirmation of stabilized funding levels and an extended MTW contract, OHA will
implement this activity across all applicable programs.
Implementation Timeline: OHA hopes to begin full implementation of this activity when it has
adequate funding levels to accommodate operating this activity.
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Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015.
MTW Activity #11-03: SRO/Studio Apartment Project-based Preservation Program
Description of MTW Activity: Develop a PBV sub-program to award long-term Section 8
assistance to Single Room Occupancy (SRO) and studio apartment developments offering
service enriched housing.
Implementation Plan Update: OHA has not begun implementation of this activity because of
funding challenges. Long term assistance is not available under the current funding
environment, and OHA will hold this activity until increased funding levels permit full exploration
of this activity.
Implementation Timeline: OHA hopes to begin full implementation of this activity in future fiscal
years and continues to examine its use in various supportive housing programs.
Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015.
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C. Activities on Hold

Table 12
Approved MTW Activities on Hold

Activity
#

Fiscal Year
Implemented

MTW
Activity
Name

10-04

2010

Alternative
Initial Rent
Determination
for PBV Units

10-05

2010

Acceptance of
Lower HAP in
PBV Units

10-07

2010

Disposition
Relocation and
Counseling
Services

Description
Allows for the use of a comparability
analysis or market study certified by an
independent agency approved in
determining rent reasonableness to
establish the initial PBV contract rent.
In situations where a family becomes
over housed as a result of conflicting
occupancy policies in the conversion
from Public Housing to Section 8, this
activity allows the landlord or
management agent to accept a lower
HAP based on the appropriate number
of bedrooms for the family and in order
to keep the family in-place.

Provides counseling and relocation
assistance to impacted public housing
residents in developments approved
for disposition.

Statutory
Objective(s)

Authorization(s)

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment C,
Section D.2, D.7

Increase
housing choices

Attachment C,
Section D.7

-Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become more
economically
self-sufficient
-Increase
housing choices
Provide
incentives for
families with
children to
become
economically
self-sufficient

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

2011

Redesign FSS
Program

Redesigns the FSS Program to
incorporate best practices in the
industry and encourage partnerships
with community based programs and
initiatives.

10-09

2010

Waive 12
Month
Minimum Stay
Requirement in
Converted PBV
Units

Waives the 12 month minimum stay
requirement for existing tenants in
units that have converted to PBV
assistance as the result of an approved
disposition.

Increase
housing choices

Attachment C,
Section D.7

09-02

2010

Short-Term
Subsidy
Program

Provides temporary housing
assistance to preserve existing
affordable housing resources and allow
tenants to remain in-place.

Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness

Attachment D, Use
of Funds

2006

Allocation of
PBV Units:
Without
Competitive
Process

Allows for the allocation of PBV
subsidy to developments owned
directly or indirectly, through an
affiliated partner, by OHA without using
a competitive process.

10-08

06-02
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-Reduce costs
and achieve
greater cost
effectiveness
-Increase
housing choices

Attachment C,
Section E

Attachment C,
Section D.7.a

MTW Activity #10-04: Alternative Initial Rent Determination for PBV Units
Description of MTW Activity: Modify the PBV program requirement to use a state certified
appraiser to determine the initial contract rent for each PBV project. Under this activity, initial
contract rents are determined using a comparability analysis or market study certified by an
independent agency approved to determine rent reasonableness for OHA-owned units. In
addition, the definition of PBV “project” is expanded to include non-contiguous scattered sites
grouped into Asset Management Properties (AMPs). Initial PBV contract rents are determined
for each bedroom size within an AMP. The rent established for a two-bedroom unit is applicable
to all two-bedroom units within an AMP and so on for all bedroom sizes.
Anticipated Impacts: Reduce the costs associated with establishing reasonable rents.
Status Update: On Hold
Reason Activity is on Hold: The activity is on hold until OHA completes the conversion process
for its public housing units. The activity will remain inactive until OHA receives approval of the
disposition application and begins conversion of the units to the project-based voucher program.
Reactivation Plan Update: The activity will be reactivated as needed when OHA initiates
conversion of public housing units.
Implementation Timeline: The timeline for re-implementing this activity depends on external
factors. Therefore, the OHA will reactivate the activity on an as needed basis.
Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015.
MTW Activity #10-05: Acceptance of Lower HAP in PBV Units
Description of MTW Activity: As a result of disposition, some households may become
considered “over-housed” based on differences in the occupancy policies in the Public Housing
and Section 8 programs. In these situations, this activity allows the landlord or management
agent to accept a lower HAP based on the appropriate number of bedrooms for the family as
opposed to the actual number of bedrooms in the unit.
Anticipated Impacts: Ensure access to housing for families impacted by disposition.
Status Update: On Hold. .
Reason Activity is on Hold: The activity is on hold until OHA completes additional public housing
dispositions.
Reactivation Plan Update: The activity will be reactivated as needed when OHA initiates
conversion of public housing units.
Implementation Timeline: The timeline for re-implementing this activity depends on external
factors. Therefore, the OHA will reactivate the activity on an as needed basis.
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Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015.
MTW Activity #10-07: Disposition Relocation and Counseling Services
Description of MTW Activity: Provide counseling and relocation assistance to residents
impacted by an approved disposition of public housing units.
Anticipated Impacts: Increase participants’ knowledge and understanding of housing options
available in the community and improve outcomes for households that receive a transfer
voucher.
Status Update: On hold. If the disposition of the senior sites is approved during FY 2015, OHA
will use this activity to provide those resources again and the benchmark will be revised. The
transfer voucher requests are ongoing.
Reactivation Plan Update: The activity will be reactivated as needed when OHA initiates
conversion of public housing units.
Implementation Timeline: The timeline for re-implementing this activity depends on the future
disposition of public housing. Therefore, the OHA will reactivate the activity on an as needed
basis.
Changes or Modifications to Activity: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to
the activity in FY 2015.
MTW Activity #10-08: Redesign FSS Program
Description of MTW Activity: Redesign the Family Self Sufficiency (FSS) program building on
best practices in the industry and, where applicable, working in tandem with other communitybased programs and initiatives.
Anticipated Impacts: Increase participant enrollment in the program and improve outcomes by
better matching program design with participant needs.
Status Update: The redesign of the FSS program is on hold. OHA continues to operate the FSS
program under the regulations outlined in the associated Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA).
OHA uses MTW Block Grant funds to supplement the funding received in the FSS program.
Reason Activity is on Hold: The redesign of the OHA FSS program is on hold until further
guidance is provided regarding the consolidation of Public Housing and HCV FSS programs and
funding as authorized in the FFY 2014 Appropriation. Staff will continue to analyze industry
best practices to develop the appropriate model for OHA residents. OHA continues to operate
the FSS program under regulations outlined in the associated Notice of Funding Availability.
Reactivation Plan Update:. The redesign of the OHA FSS program is on hold until further
guidance is provided regarding the consolidation of Public Housing and HCV FSS programs and
funding as authorized in the FFY 2014 Appropriation.
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Implementation Timeline: The redesign of the OHA FSS program is on hold until further
guidance is provided regarding the consolidation of Public Housing and HCV FSS programs and
funding as authorized in the FFY 2014 Appropriation.
Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015. Upon reactivating this activity, OHA will submit proposed changes for review and
approval.
MTW Activity #10-09: Waive 12 Month Minimum Stay Requirement in Converted PBVs
Description of MTW Activity: Waives the 12 month minimum stay requirement for existing
tenants in units that have converted to PBV assistance as the result of an approved disposition.
Under the existing PBV regulations, households must complete a one year tenancy in the unit
before they can request a tenant-based voucher and move with continued assistance. This
activity would allow residents that are in-place at the time of an approved disposition where the
units are being converted to PBV assistance, to move at any time.
Anticipated Impacts: Ensure housing choices are available to residents impacted by disposition.
Status Update: On Hold.
Reason Activity is on Hold: This activity was originally approved as part of the FY 2010 MTW
Annual Plan. It was intended to assist in the disposition of OHA’s public housing scattered sites
inventory to Section 8. Originally, those eligible public housing resident were to be converted to
the Project-based Voucher (PBV) program and PBV participation requires an initial 12 month
minimum stay before a family can move with continued assistance. It was later determined for
those eligible families affected by the scattered site disposition to be issued Section 8 tenant
protection vouchers. The tenant protection vouchers do not have a minimum stay requirement
and as a result, this activity was never implemented.
Reactivation Plan Update: OHA plans to examine use of this activity for public housing sites
approved for disposition. OHA has not begun implementation of this activity because no
additional units have been approved for disposition. Should HUD approve the disposition
application, OHA will revise the evaluation metrics for this activity.
Implementation Timeline: The implementation timeline for Activity #10-09 is subject to approval
of public housing units for disposition.
Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015.
MTW Activity #09-02: Short-Term Subsidy Program
Description of MTW Activity: Provide temporary subsidy funding to buildings 1) that were
developed with assistance from the City of Oakland, 2) where there is a risk of an imminent
threat of displacement of low income households, and 3) where it can be reasonably expected
that providing short-term subsidy assistance will provide the necessary time to preserve the
affordable housing resource.
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Anticipated Impacts: Preserving existing housing resources with a short-term subsidy is more
cost effective in many circumstances than relocating in-place families and providing a HAP.
Status Update: On Hold.
Reason Activity is on Hold: This activity is subject to funding availability and applicable projects.
OHA has determined that funding is not available to pursue this activity in FY 2015. However,
OHA will consider activating the activity pending new opportunities in future fiscal years.
Reactivation Plan Update: OHA plans to reactivate this activity as needed. New projects will be
thoroughly evaluated prior to making a new commitment. As OHA learns of new projects, it will
reopen the activity and set new benchmarks.
Implementation Timeline: This activity may be reactivated on an as needed basis.
Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015.
MTW Activity #06-02: Allocation of PBV Units: Without Competitive Process
Description of MTW Activity: Allocate PBV units to developments owned directly or indirectly by
OHA without using a competitive process.
Anticipated Impacts: Reduce the administrative time and development costs associated with
issuing a Request for Proposal (RFP) when OHA has a qualifying development. Increase
housing choices by creating new or replacement affordable housing opportunities.
Status Update: On Hold.
Reason Activity is on Hold: OHA has determined that funding is not available to pursue this
activity in FY 2015 and no new PBV awards are anticipated.
Reactivation Plan Update: OHA plans to reactivate this activity as needed. When OHA
anticipates conducting PBV awards, it will initiate this activity and reset benchmarks
appropriately. The plan remains to keep this activity on hold until funding levels stabilize in
future fiscal years.
Implementation Timeline: This activity may be reactivated on an as needed basis pending
funding availability.
Changes or Modifications: OHA does not anticipate any changes or modifications to the activity
in FY 2015.
D. Closed Out Activities
OHA does not propose to close out any activities in FY 2015.
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Section V. Sources and Uses of Funding
The FY 2015 Sources and Uses was developed based OHA’s vision to continue implementing a
capital expenditure plan to preserve OHA units for sustained occupancy. Recognizing that
funding deficits with operating reserves is not a long-term solution, OHA has developed a
Sources and Uses that sufficiently considers potential funding shortfalls. OHA has sufficient
funds available that will be utilized in this fiscal year to support the approved budget request and
projects and also maintain adequate operating reserve levels.
Note: Values in the tables in this section may be revised pending final approval of the FY 2015
budget.
A. Planned Sources and Uses of MTW Funds
1) Estimated Sources of MTW Funding for the Fiscal Year
Using MTW flexibility, OHA consolidates the Public Housing Operating Subsidy, the
Capital Fund Program (CFP), which includes including Replacement Housing Factor
(RHF) funds, and the Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher Block Grant program funding
into a Single Fund Budget.
Table 13: Estimated Sources of MTW Funding for the Fiscal Year

PHAs shall provide the estimated sources and amounts of MTW funding by FDS line item.

Sources
FDS Line Item

FDS Line Item Name

70500 (70300+70400)

Total Tenant Revenue

70600

HUD PHA Operating Grants

70610

Capital Grants

70700 (70710+70720+70730+70740+70750)
71100+72000

Total Fee Revenue
Interest Income
Gain or Loss on Sale of Capital
Assets

71600
71200+71300+71310+71400+71500

Other Income

70000

Total Revenue
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Dollar Amount
$
3,899,767
$ 183,841,100
$
6,385,720
$
28,669,276
$
$
$
$

3,844,177
226,640,040

2) Estimated Uses of MTW Funding for the Fiscal Year
OHA plans to use its MTW budget to fund administrative expenses including costs
associated with staff and HAP assistance. The Single Fund Budget will also fund
resident services and local initiatives, including employment development and
education initiatives. Additionally, OHA may sell former public housing properties and
will use the proceeds from the sale in conformance with HUD regulations or the
disposition approval requirements.
Table 14: Estimated Uses of MTW Funding for the Fiscal Year 2015
PHAs shall provide the estimated uses and amounts of MTW spending by FDS line item.

Uses
FDS Line Item

FDS Line Item Name

Dollar Amount

91000
Total Operating - Administrative
(91100+91200+91400+91500+91600+91700+91800+91900)

$

33,376,505

91300+91310+92000

Management Fee Expense

$

321,600

91810
92500 (92100+92200+92300+92400)

Allocated Overhead
Total Tenant Services

93000 (93100+93600+93200+93300+93400+93800)

Total Utilities

93500+93700
94000 (94100+94200+94300+94500)

Labor
Total Ordinary Maintenance

95000 (95100+95200+95300+95500)

Total Protective Services

96100 (96110+96120+96130+96140)

Total insurance Premiums

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

14,164,132
1,970,778
1,332,800
10,706,553
5,780,857
2,696,040

96000 (96200+96210+96300+96400+96500+96600+96800)

Total Other General Expenses

$

930,767

96700 (96710+96720+96730)

Total Interest Expense and
Amortization Cost

$

97100+97200

Total Extraordinary Maintenance

$

327,000

97300+97350

Housing Assistance Payments +
HAP Portability-In

$

166,637,000

97500+97600+97700+97800

All Other Expenses

90000

Total Expenses

$
$

26,500
238,270,532

-

B. Activities that Will Use Only MTW Single Fund Flexibility
OHA exercises its discretion to use the single fund flexibility to fund many activities that meet
current local needs, promote opportunity for its residents and communities, to expand and
improve the quality of housing it provides. The sources included in the MTW Single-Fund
Budget are summarized below and in table above. The OHA activities described below only
rely on the single fund flexibility and no other MTW waiver or authorization.


Preserving and Enhancing Our Housing Portfolio
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o

OHA capitalizes on operating and cost efficiencies and utilizes the single-fund
budget authority to set public housing funding levels which are comparable to
Section 8 rents in the same vicinity. The additional revenue assists property
managers to appropriately address deferred maintenance issues, improve the
physical condition of the property, and cover increasing operating expenses,
while providing the highest level of service to our residents. Additionally
OHA is investing in the restoration of its Project Based Section 8 portfolio,
upgrading both building systems and unit features to establish a healthier and
more energy efficient standard.



Preserving and Expanding Affordable Housing Opportunities
o OHA continues to utilize single fund flexibility to serve more families that
would otherwise be served. Due to federal funding reductions, OHA will
support modest increases in the number of families served by local programs
only when appropriate and financially feasible. For FY 2015, OHA has set a
goal of leasing up to 94 percent (94%) of the authorized MTW vouchers in the
Section 8 program.



Promoting Resident Empowerment and Self-Sufficiency edit based on language
above about increasing opportunity
o MTW flexibility creates opportunities for OHA to enhance the quality and
reach of client services offered both in-house and in partnership with
community-based service providers for both Public Housing and Section 8
residents. OHA will use the single fund flexibility to focus on two critical
areas: education and employment. Through the single fund budget, OHA will
support its partnership with the Oakland Unified School District and fund
other programs under the OHA Education Initiative, emphasizing the
importance of parent involvement in childhood education as a means of
addressing the problem of chronic absenteeism and improving level of
academic achievement among OHA children. OHA also plans to use the
single fund flexibility to proactively address training and employment
development needs of residents in anticipation of upcoming long-term
development projects like the development of the Oakland Army Base and
the Oak to 9th/Brooklyn Basin project.
o



The Department of Family and Community Partnerships was created under
single fund flexibility to consolidate and enhance program coordination and
service delivery to clients across all OHA programs. FCP will deliver many of
the services available to residents through OHA’s program offerings.
Through FCP’s coordination, OHA will also use single fund flexibility to
leverage strategic partnerships that enhance build resident capacity and offer
valuable skill building opportunities that result in residents moving steps
closer to self-sufficiency.

Providing a Consistent Level of Security to Our Residents
o OHA’s ability to increase the funding level at public housing developments
has provided the additional revenue required to provide a consistent level of
security, through both physical design and law enforcement strategies, to our
residents. The Oakland Housing Authority Police Department is funded
through the single fund flexibilities and offers services that positively impact
OHA communities as related to safety and community building. OHAPD also
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has a record of ensuring program integrity through its Fraud Investigations
Unit.
Table 15: Describe the Activities that Will Use Only MTW Single Fund Flexibility

OHA exercises its discretion to use the single fund flexibility to fund many activities that meet current local needs, promote opportunity for its residents
and communities, to expand and improve the quality of housing it provides. The sources included in the MTW Single-Fund Budget are summarized
below. The OHA activities described below only rely on the single fund flexibility and no other MTW waiver or authorization.
• Preserving and Enhancing Our Housing Portfolio
o OHA capitalizes on operating and cost efficiencies and utilizes the single-fund budget authority to set public housing funding levels which are
comparable to Section 8 rents in the same vicinity. The additional revenue assists property managers to appropriately address deferred maintenance
issues, improve the physical condition of the property, and cover increasing operating expenses, while providing the highest level of service to our
residents. Additionally OHA is investing in the restoration of its Project Based Section 8 portfolio, upgrading both building systems and unit features to
establish a healthier and more energy efficient standard.
• Preserving and Expanding Affordable Housing Opportunities
o OHA continues to utilize single fund flexibility to serve more families that would otherwise be served. Due to federal funding reductions, OHA will
support modest increases in the number of families served by local programs only when appropriate and financially feasible. For FY 2015, OHA has set a
goal of leasing up to 94 percent (94%) of the authorized MTW vouchers in the Section 8 program.
• Promoting Resident Empowerment and Self-Sufficiency edit based on language above about increasing opportunity
o MTW flexibility creates opportunities for OHA to enhance the quality and reach of client services offered both in-house and in partnership with
community-based service providers for both Public Housing and Section 8 residents. OHA will use the single fund flexibility to focus on two critical
areas: education and employment. Through the single fund budget, OHA will support its partnership with the Oakland Unified School District and fund
other programs under the OHA Education Initiative, emphasizing the importance of parent involvement in childhood education as a means of addressing
the problem of chronic absenteeism and improving level of academic achievement among OHA children. OHA also plans to use the single fund
flexibility to proactively address training and employment development needs of residents in anticipation of upcoming long-term development
projects like the development of the Oakland Army Base and the Oak to 9th/Brooklyn Basin project.
o The Department of Family and Community Partnerships was created under single fund flexibility to consolidate and enhance program coordination
and service delivery to clients across all OHA programs. FCP will deliver many of the services available to residents through OHA’s program offerings.
Through FCP’s coordination, OHA will also use single fund flexibility to leverage strategic partnerships that enhance build resident capacity and offer
valuable skill building opportunities that result in residents moving steps closer to self-sufficiency.
• Providing a Consistent Level of Security to Our Residents
o OHA’s ability to increase the funding level at public housing developments has provided the additional revenue required to provide a consistent level
of security, through both physical design and law enforcement strategies, to our residents. The Oakland Housing Authority Police Department is funded
through the single fund flexibilities and offers services that positively impact OHA communities as related to safety and community building. OHAPD
also has a record of ensuring program integrity through its Fraud Investigations Unit.
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C. Local Asset Management Plan
Table 16: Local Asset Management Plan
Is the PHA allocating costs within statute?

or

No

Is the PHA implementing a local asset management plan
(LAMP)?

or

No

If the PHA is implementing a LAMP, it shall be described in an appendix every year beginning with the year it is
proposed and approved. The narrative shall explain the deviations from existing HUD requirements and should be
updated if any changes are made to the LAMP.
Has the PHA provided a LAMP in the appendix?
Not applicable.
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or

No

Section VI. Administrative
A. Resolution signed by the Board of Commissioners adopting the Annual MTW Plan
Certification of Compliance

The resolution and the MTW Annual Plan Certification of Compliance are included below.
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B. Dates the Annual MTW Plan was made available for public review
Beginning of Public
Comment Period
Notification sent to
Community Partners
Public Notice Published in
Oakland Tribune
Public Hearing at 1619
Harrison Street
Resident Advisory Board
Meetings

Feb 3, 2014

End of Public Comment
Period

March 7, 2014

Feb 6, 2014
February 19, 2014
February 24, 2014

Total Number of Attendees = 0

February 6, 2014 and
March 6, 2014

Total Number of Attendees
February Meeting = 13
March Meeting = 15

C. Description of any planned or ongoing Agency-directed evaluations of the
demonstration

Currently, OHA is not using outside evaluators to measure MTW activities. Once the new
business system is in place, OHA plans to solicit proposals from outside evaluators through
a Request for Proposals (RFP) process to evaluate the proposed rent reform activities.
OHA anticipates working with outside evaluators to begin a longitudinal study that will
measure the impacts of the MTW activities from FY 2014 through FY 2019, one year past
the expiration of the current MTW Agreement.

D. Annual Statement/Performance and Evaluation Report (HUD 50075.1)

The Annual Statement/Performance and Evaluation Report form HUD 50075.1 is included
as an attachment.
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List of Appendices
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APPENDIX A

Glossary of Acronyms
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Glossary
AMI – Area Median Income. HUD estimates the median family income for an area in the current
year and adjusts that amount for different family sizes so that family incomes may be expressed
as a percentage of the area median income. Housing programs are often limited to households
that earn a percent of the Area Median Income.
AMP – Asset Management Project. A building or collection of buildings that are managed as a
single project as part of HUD’s requirement that PHAs adopt asset management practices.
ARRA – American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Signed into law by President Obama to
provide economic “stimulus”. The Act includes funding for PHAs to spend on capital
improvements.
COLA – Cost of Living Adjustment. The federal government adjusts assistance programs, such
as Social Security, annually based on changes in the cost-of-living index. The adjustment is a
percentage amount that is added to the prior year’s amount.
FCP – OHA’s Department of Family and Community Partnerships.
FSS – Family Self-Sufficiency. A program operated by a PHA to promote self-sufficiency of
families in the Section 8 and Public Housing programs.
FY – Fiscal Year. A 12 month period used for budgeting and used to distinguish a budget or
fiscal year from a calendar year. OHA’s fiscal year runs from July 1 through June 30.
FYE – Fiscal Year End. OHA’s fiscal year end is June 30.
HAP – Housing Assistance Payment. The monthly payment by a PHA to a property owner to
subsidize a family’s rent payment.
HCV – Housing Choice Voucher. Sometimes referred to as a Section 8 voucher or tenantbased voucher, the voucher provides assistance to a family so that they can rent an apartment
in the private rental market.
HOPE VI – Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere. A national HUD program designed
to rebuild severely distressed public housing. The program was originally funded in 1993.
HQS – Housing Quality Standards. The minimum standard that a unit must meet in order to be
eligible for funding under the Section 8 program.
HUD – United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. The federal government
agency responsible for funding and regulating local public housing authorities.
LHAP – Local Housing Assistance Programs. Under this MTW Activity, OHA has developed
local housing programs that provide support to households that might not qualify for or be
successful in the traditional Public Housing and/or Section 8 programs.
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Mod Rehab – Moderate Rehabilitation. The Section 8 Moderate Rehabilitation program
provides project-based rental assistance for low income families. Assistance is limited to
properties previously rehabilitated pursuant to a HAP contract between an owner and a PHA.
MOMS – Maximizing Opportunities for Mothers to Succeed. A partnership between OHA and
the Alameda County Sheriff’s Department. The program provides 11 units of service enriched
housing for women leaving the county jail system and reuniting with their children.
MTW – Moving to Work. A national demonstration program for high performing public housing
authorities. OHA has named its MTW program “Making Transitions Work”.
NOFA – Notice of Funding Availability. As part of a grant process, NOFAs are issued to dictate
the format and content of proposals received in response to funding availability.
OHA – Oakland Housing Authority.
PBV – Project Based Voucher. Ongoing housing subsidy payments that are tied to a specific
unit.
PHA – Public Housing Authority.
REAC – Real Estate Assessment Center. A HUD department with the mission of providing and
promoting the effective use of accurate, timely and reliable information assessing the condition
of HUD's portfolio; providing information to help ensure safe, decent and affordable housing;
and restoring the public trust by identifying fraud, abuse and waste of HUD resources.
RFP – Request for Proposals. As part of a procurement or grant process, RFPs are issued to
dictate the format and content of proposals received in response to funding availability.
RHF – Replacement Housing Factor. These are Capital Fund Grants that are awarded to PHAs
that have removed units from their inventory for the sole purpose of developing new public
housing units.
SBHAP – Sponsor Based Housing Assistance Program.
SRO – Single Room Occupancy. A unit that only allows occupancy by one person. These units
may contain a kitchen or bathroom, or both.
TANF – Temporary Assistance to Needy Families. A federal assistance program providing
cash assistance to low-income families with children.
TPV – Tenant Protection Voucher. A voucher issued to families displaced due to an approved
demolition/disposition request, natural disaster, or other circumstance as determined by HUD.
The vouchers provide families with tenant-based rental assistance that they can use in the
private rental market.
URP – Utility Reimbursement Payment. The monthly payment OHA makes to a household
when the monthly utility allowance exceeds the tenant rent obligation.
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VASH – Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing. This HUD program combines tenant-based
rental assistance for homeless veterans with case management and clinical services provided
by the Department of Veteran's Affairs at their medical centers and community-based outreach
clinics.
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APPENDIX B

OHA’s Planned FY 2015 Capital Fund Expenditures
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FY 2015 Planned Capital Expenditures
Public
Housing

*

Development
Name

x

Campbell Village

x

Lockwood Gardens

x

Palo Vista Gardens

x

Peralta Village

X

Description of Work
security enhancements

# of
Units

Projected
Expenditure in FY
2015

154

$200,000

371

$205,000

100

$450,000

security enhancements

390

$300,000

Harrison Towers

roof replacement

101

$100,000

Deep East
Scattered Sites
East Scattered
Sites
Fruitvale Scattered
Sites
San Antonio
Scattered Sites
West Scattered
Sites
North Scattered
Sites
1540 Webster
Street
(Administrative
Building)

building and unit restoration and
landscaping
building and unit restoration and
landscaping
building and unit restoration and
landscaping
building and unit restoration and
landscaping
building and unit restoration and
landscaping
building and unit restoration and
landscaping

278

$1,190,000

280

$1,675,000

272

$1,095,000

243

$675,000

242

$1,575,000

239

$1,460,000

N/A

$2,500,000

security enhancements, exterior
painting, building and unit restoration,
and roof replacement
boiler, elevator, and security
enhancements

tenant improvements

Total MTW Funds

$ 11,425,000

Values in this table may be revised pending final approval of the FY 2015 budget.
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APPENDIX C

Approved Project-Based Voucher Allocations
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Approved Project Based Voucher Allocations as of July 1, 2014
Date of Board
Approval

# of PBV
Units

Contract
Date

Mandela Gateway

2/12/2003

30

10/20/2004

Altenheim Senior Housing
Phase I

7/13/2005

23

1/1/2007

Lion Creek Crossings II

11/9/2005

18

7/3/2007

Madison Apartments

7/13/2005

19

4/25/2008

Lion Creek Crossings III

6/14/2006

16

6/25/2008

Seven Directions

7/13/2005

18

9/12/2008

Orchards on Foothill

6/14/2006

64

11/7/2008

Fox Courts / Uptown
Oakland

12/3/2004

20

5/15/2009

2/26/2007

60

6/5/2009

1/22/2007

20

11/25/2009

2/25/2008

80

4/23/2010

4/28/2008

40

4/5/2010

Fairmount Apartments

10/24/2008

16

3/8/2010

Tassafaronga Village Phase
II

7/21/2008

19

5/27/2010

*Harp Plaza (19)

5/24/2010

18

8/1/2010

*Effie's House (10)

5/4/2009

6

8/1/2010

*Drachma Housing (14)

5/4/2009

4

12/1/2010

Foothill Family Partners

6/28/2010

11

8/1/2011

St. Joseph’s Senior Apts

5/29/2007

83

8/22/2011

*OHA Scattered Sites (1554)

7/27/2009

290

In
Progress

Lion Creek Crossings IV

4/28/2008

10

1/13/2012

Savoy Phase 1

6/28/2010

55

2/14/2012

*Hugh Taylor house (35)

6/11/2011

3

5/8/2012

Development Name

Jack London Gateway Phase II
th
14 St Apartments at Central
Station
Tassafaronga Village Phase
I
Altenheim Senior Housing
Phase II
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Project Description
Low Income
Families
Senior
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families
Senior
Low Income
Families / Homeless
with HIV/AIDS
Senior
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families
Senior
Low Income
Families / Persons
with Disabilities
Low Income
Families / Homeless
with HIV/AIDS
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families /
Mod Rehab
Conversion
Low Income
Families
Senior
Low Income
Families /
Public Housing
Disposition
Low Income
Families
Special Needs
Low Income
Families / Mod

Rehab Conversion
6/11/2011

5

6/7/2012

Low Income
Families / Mod
Rehab Conversion

5/4/2009

50

6/27/2012

Senior

720 E 11 Street Apts
(aka Clinton Commons)

4/28/2008

16

10/2/2012

Harrison Street Senior
Housing

Low Income
Families / Homeless
with HIV/AIDS

4/23/2007

11

11/15/2012

Senior

Kenneth Henry Court

4/11/2011

13

2/8/2013

California Hotel Phase 1

2/28/2012

88

3/1/2013

James Lee Court

10/25/2010

12

3/21/2013

Savoy Phase 2

6/28/2010

46

3/29/2013

Slim Jenkins Court

5/4/2009

11

5/8/2013

Oak Point Limited (OPLP)

10/25/2010

15

5/31/2013

Drasnin Manor

10/25/2010

25

6/27/2013

MacArthur Apts

10/25/2010

14

10/29/2013

California Hotel Phase 2

2/28/2012

47

11/22/2013

St. Joseph’s Family Apts

10/25/2010

15

12/3/2013

Marcus Garvey Commons

4/11/2011

10

pending

*Madison Park (96)
Merritt Crossing Apts (6
and Oak)

th

th

Total PBV Units Under HAP Contracts
1,301
* Conversion to PBV ongoing as units currently occupied by HCV-assisted
families turnover
Cathedral Gardens

5/23/2011

43

pending

Lakside Senior Apartments

1/23/2012

91

pending

MacArthur Transit Village

2/28/2011

22

pending

Lion Creek Crossings V

10/17/2011

127

pending

460 Grand

3/16/2010

34

pending

1701 MLK

5/20/2013

25

94th and International

10/17/2011

14

11th and Jackson

12/6/2010

48
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pending
FY16
pending
FY16
pending
FY16

Low Income
Families
Special Needs
Low Income
Families
Special Needs
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families
Special Needs
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families

Low Income
Families
Senior
Low Income
Families
Senior
Low Income
Families
Special Needs
Low Income
Families
Low Income
Families

APPENDIX D

Comments from the Resident Advisory Board (RAB)
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February 6, 2014 RAB Meeting
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Resident Advisory Board
Thursday, February 6, 2014, 2013
Meeting Minutes
RAB Members in Attendance:
Commissioner Janny Castillo, Henry Flowers, Johnnie Green, Commissioner Marlene
Hurd, Bernice Jordan, LaRika Lee, Lillian Gibson, Robert Mitchell, Commissioner
Barbara Montgomery, Sharon Montgomery, Tina Moses, Sheliah Najeeullah, and Bettye
Lou Wright.
Guests:
Cheryl Crosby, Steve Gilbert, Greg Marro, Kristina Noriega, and Dreena Rivera.
Staff Members in Attendance:
Jack Bryson, OPO; Lenita Ellis, FCP; Michelle Hasan, LH; Dominica Henderson, EO;
Faye Herald, FCP; Shawn Johnson, FCP; Janet Rice, EO
1. Welcome, Introductions, and Roll
Ms. Lillian Gibson welcomed all members, guest and staff to the Resident Advisory
Board Meeting. Ms. Gibson proceeded with the roll call and guest introductions.
2. OHA’s FY 2015 MTW Annual Plan Presentation
Ms. Dominica Henderson explained that Oakland Housing Authority
‘s Executive
Director, Eric Johnson, will be absence for tonight’s meeting due to being sick. Ms.
Henderson announce that if attendees do not have a MTW packet that there are drafts
and presentations available. She also stated that if there are any questions that she can
take them along the way and if there is time, she will take more at the end.
Ms. Henderson provided an overview for Oakland Housing Authorities MTW Annual
2015 plan. There are 39 Public Housing Authorities (PHA) participating in the Federal
Moving to Work (MTW) program. Oakland rebranded “Moving to Work” to “Making
Transitions Work.” The MTW model implements a variety of activities that are different
than standard PHA activities. MTW provides more flexibility for OHA when creating local
programs that assist a greater number of families than prior to Oakland Housing
Authority’s MTW designation in 2004.
Mr. Eric Johnson was recently in D.C. discussed the different MTW initiatives and has
advocated for extending the contract with HUD past 2018, so that OHA is consistent in
addressing the needs of members of the community.
There is a standard agreement for all MTW agencies that goes into 2018. There is a
current push to extend our current contract beyond 2018. FY 2015 MTW Annual Plan
runs from July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015.
Ms. Henderson announced that there is a General Overview that is not in the
presentation, but it’s in the actual MTW document. She also pointed out that she made a
slight change to one of the charts there was a typo that has “Community Wide and
Table,” page 8 located in the MTW Plan it should be “Site Based for OHA Managed
Public Housing, ” located under the Wait list type.
Every year there an annual plan and an annual report is submitted. HUD requires that
OHA develop, create and implement activities that will meet one of three statutory
objectives. Statutory objectives are required every time an activity is proposed. HUD
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requires OHA to submit and state which of the objectives they are meeting by
implementing that activity.
The statutory objectives are:
o
Increasing housing for low-income families.
o
Provide incentives for families with children to become
economically self-sufficient.
o
Reduce cost and achieve greater cost effectiveness
Each of Oakland Housing Authority’s Activities must meet at least one of the objectives.
Ms. Henderson states that as she goes through the proposed activities she will highlight
which of the statutory objectives that the proposed activities will meet.
The MTW goal is to plan in advance, implement the plan, and at the end of the year,
submit a report to HUD that shows how OHA has performed based on what OHA was
set out to do. A contract is required to develop and implement activities, that meet one or
three statutory objectives every time an activity is required HUD.
Q: What is meant by Reduce cost and achieve greater cost effectiveness? What
specifically are you talking about? – Robert Mitchell
A: Ms. Henderson gave an example of the Tri-annual Recertification Activity. By
implementing a Tri-annual recertification we are reducing staff time which reduces
administrative costs achieves greater effectiveness because we can apply a cost of
living adjustments without pulling residents out of their homes every year. Costs vary
depending on the activities. Ms. Henderson explained that the cost varies depending on
what the activity is. She stated that generally there’s staff cost, and a time cost for both
residents and staff with reductions. These reductions of cost allow OHA to fund
nontraditional programs.
Q: Are you stating that for people with fixed income there will be no more annual
recertification, but there going on a two or three plan because it anticipates their
income? – Tina Moses
A: Yes, it’s not a proposed activity. This is not a proposed activity, OHA currently does
this for people who are on fixed incomes, senior, and disabled households. OHA
process their recertification every three years, instead of every year. It allows OHA to
save on staff time, that way staff time can be dedicated to other areas. It allows OHA to
maximize staff, saves on bringing people in, and the cost on processing paperwork
every year. This has been combined with another activity which has been our process
since 2007.
Q: Are activities already being implemented? – Bernice Jordan
A: Yes.
Q: I went about requesting for seniors not having to re-certificate yearly and went
about it for a couple of years, I asked my management and it’s not quite clear.
A: It’s implemented currently for the Voucher Program, and not for the Public Housing
Program. There is a new business system that OHA is implementing and once it’s fully
tested and launched then it will be implemented for both programs.
Q: When will you implement the new business system?
A: We are just now in the implementation stages of our new business system; the kick
off meeting is going to be this month. It’s going to take us a year before we can
implement the new business system, there won’t be movement this year. We are
anticipating going live July 1, 2015, I would suspect that if we are going to implement it
would be after that date it maybe fall, or spring of 2016.
Ms. Henderson described the MTW plan layout as indicated below:
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Introduction
General Housing Information
Proposed Activities
Approved Activities
Sources and Uses
Administrative

Ms. Henderson indicated that the MTW Plan is a little different from 2013, she also
specified that HUD has really narrowed the information that they are looking for from
OHA to include in the MTW plan.
Oakland Housing Authority’s current MTW plan allows for the following housing portfolio:
 This is what OHA anticipate for 2015, numbers may not be the same for
2014.
 Public Housing 1,605 units
 Oakland Housing Authority is authorized to issue 12,805 MTW Vouchers
 Other MTW Units 770 - (not public Housing or section 8)
 Local Programs (MOMS, SBHAP,LHAP) 181 Units
 Total 15,243 Units/ Vouchers
Q: What do the acronyms stand for under Local Programs? – Ms. Montgomery
A: (MOMS) Maximizing Opportunities for Mothers to Succeed, (SBHAP) Sponsor Based
Housing Assistance Program, (LHAP) Local Housing Assistance Program.
Q: What your saying is that you’re processing approximately 12,000 applications
is that yearly or within a given time span? – Ms. Tina Moses
A: This is not applications; this is the number of vouchers on annual bases up to that
number. We are able to provide up to 12,805 vouchers we provide housing and serve
more families than that, but that’s what HUD authorizes for OHA.
Q: Is that on a yearly basis?
A: Annually.
Q: Are the MTW units project based, vouchered based, scattered sites, and are
they located in certain projects or scattered units? – Robert Mitchell
A: They are tax credit units that are not project-based voucher units. They are at a
variety of different sites, and in that number there are also a few Section 8 units that we
provide that are not included in our allegation from HUD, which is why their separated
from 12,805. Again they are tax credit units, and not project-based section 8 those would
be rolled up into that number, but their tax credit stands alone, and there’s also a
different set of Section 8 units that we provide.
Q: Would you please explain the tax credit, because it’s separate from the
voucher. – Sharon Montgomery
A: There are different types of units that’s affordable depending on how their funded,
their affordable up to different percentages of the area medium income. It’s still housing
for low income families, but they don’t have a voucher attached to them. That’s what
makes them different then project-based Section 8, and Scattered Sites we knew as
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Public Housing then they turned into project-based. Taxed credit units are just affordable
and have different set of rules, but affordable to different levels of the income spectrum.
Q: Would tax credit units be similar to rent controlled units, or units that are
actually affected by the equations that Public Housing works under? – Tina Moses
A: No, tax credit units are funded by investors. Typically the State Treasures of
California Office issues a tax credit allocation committee and they look at affordable
projects, rate them, and then provide tax credits in order to make sure that they can be
subsidized for affordability. The investor looks for tax credits in California to reduce their
tax reliability they invest in the affordable housing projects that’s why they’re govern by
certain rent standards. They’re a little bit different, but affordable for the residents of
California. It’s another way of provident affordable housing with a state subsidy. –Janet
Rice
Q: Are the other units that are included in the 770 that way? – Robert Mitchell
A: No, not all of them. A good example would be our VASH Program, veterans program,
which is a separate program from the MTW allocation.
Q: Do you have to identify them back to HUD?
A: Yes.
Ms. Henderson then reviewed the proposed activities for FY 2015. Generally each year
Oakland Housing Authority proposes activities to HUD and to the public to best
maximize the statutory objectives.
Objective: Reduce costs Activity #15-01:
 Local Area Portability Reform
o This activity reform seeks to revise portability in the voucher program to
reduce port-outs to local area jurisdictions except for special
circumstances. Oakland Housing Authority manages 1,100 port-out
vouchers currently to local counties. This requires a lot of staff time and
an intense amount of follow up. We also receive approximately 600 portout requests annually.
Q: If you’re in one of the public based like Lockwood Gardens it’s just to the unit?
– Sheliah Najeeullah
A: Correct
Q: Is the voucher like Section 8? – Sheliah Najeeullah
A: yes, its tenant based.
Q: Section 8 is considered tenant based? – Sheliah Najeeullah
A: Yes.
Q: I like to know what the special circumstances will be. – Bettye Lou Wright
A: Ms. Henderson stated that she made a slide that’s not included in the packet, but it’s
in the MTW document and asks everyone to turn to Page 10.
 Allow families to move locally with reasonable accommodations for persons with
disabilities.
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Allow moves if you have a verifiable employment opportunity that’s more than 35
miles away, and at least 20 hours a week.
Situations that are covered underneath the Violence against Women Act
(VAWA).
Participants who are porting out for education, the head of household and
spouse will need to show proof for full-time enrollment.
Verifiable threat to the safety of the family OHA will allow port out where the
receiving housing authority absorbs them or administer them.

Ms. Henderson explains what absorb and administer. Absorb means that the accepting
housing authority takes over the voucher. Administer means the accepting housing
authority will allow for the move however will require the originating housing authority to
continue to pay the voucher.
Q: What kind of time line is given for instance if the person was granted a
reasonable accommodation, is there a time line for people to port in and out? –
Tina Moses
A: For instance, if the family comes in and they provide a request to port and the staff
starts the process of verifying information and contacting the other housing authority.
The point where they actually issue a packet either mail or hand carry the voucher is
good for initially 90 days, so you have 90 days to search in that jurisdiction. – Michelle
Hasan
Q: If I find a place down south to attend school, and but would like to go back to
Oakland, how is that handled? – Sharon Montgomery
A: If you are originally Oakland’s voucher and you went to another jurisdiction and they
don’t absorb you when you come back to us we will accept you because your still ours
on paper, however if they do absorb you and you want to come back to Oakland if we
are accepting port-ins we won’t absorb you. We are not absorbing port-ins. – Michelle
Hasan
Q: What happens to the percentage that is not absorbed? – Tina Moses
A: Staff have to monitor those vouchers every month, they have to call your landlord to
make sure you haven’t left the unit, call the county you may port to every month to make
sure you that you lease up, if in fact you left the unit now we have to go after the owner
for the half we paid that we shouldn’t have all of this stuff is happening while you’re
searching every month and staff will all you to verify if you’ve leased up. Until we receive
what’s called a 52265 from the other housing authority we are monitoring every month. –
Michelle Hasan
Q: Is the reason that some of these other housing authorities are not absorbing
from the places because they can’t offer the services that we offer here, or that
they don’t want to offer those services? –Robert Mitchell
A: It’s really not about that. It’s about the financial end of it. Most housing authorities that
are within our jurisdiction or these nine counties, rarely open their waitlist. If you look
back you will find that we have opened our waitlist 4, 5, 6 times within the last 10 years
or more. They don’t believe they have to open their waitlist because of our 1000 people
with vouchers living in their jurisdiction they can absorb any slots they need to fill. They
absorb many times based on the need for their utilization. Most of them have to stay at a
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hundred percent, when they start to drop below 100%, we get a call or letter in the mail
stating that they need to absorb 50 people. Additionally, a waitlist can cost $50,000 to
$60,000 to open.
Q: Whether you are absorbed or managed does it change the amount of the
voucher or does it remain the same? – Cheryl Crosby
A: Every jurisdiction has what are called, payment standards, and what we find is that
because we want our families to have a good amount of units to look at, we tend to keep
are payment standards at around 80% and most other jurisdictions are really high. So if
you lived in Oakland we might pay $900 to $1000 for you. When you go out to San
Francisco or Marine County, we might end up paying $1500 dollars for a one bedroom
voucher; it actually cost us more many times when families port-out because their rents
are just higher in certain jurisdictions. – Michelle Hasan
Ms. Henderson clarifies that the portability policy would apply to the nine (9) barrier
counties, outside of that OHA is not proposing any reforms to the portability policies. She
explains that the next slide which is titled FY 2015 MTW Budget has a graph to show the
real cost of port-outs are to the agency. She also explains that there’s a decrease in the
number of dollars that are being spent to house people in Oakland and the HAP
payments that are going outside of the city are going to another landlord and spending
habits outside of Oakland is not benefitting Oakland. There is also a substantial
administration burden as indicated earlier.
Q: Are you stating that were losing a lot of money in Oakland, and that were at a
lost when we spend money in other cities when we can be spending it in Oakland?
– Tina Moses
A: Yes
Ms. Henderson explained the difference between a Port-Out and a Port-In.
Q: Are we also losing money for them to come in, or are we gaining? –Tina Moses
A: We are not necessarily losing money for them to come here, but there is an
administrative cost to processing those vouchers as well. With the HAP comes the
administrative fee. We are paid a percentage to process those vouchers so it’s not a loss
in the same way is they would be if they were porting out because they’re not taking our
vouchers away we are not absorbing it so we will manage it differently.
Ms. Henderson also pointed out that when families are moving and porting out there’s
also a high turnover in schools and neighborhoods which can compromise the stability of
the community as well as the school district and other partners which aim to provide
other benefits beyond housing.
Objective: Achieve Greater Cost Effectiveness Activity #15-02:
 Modified Utility Allowance Policy
Until now the Utility allowance has been based on the size of the unit but with FFY 2015
new federal regulations the utility allowance has to be consistent with the minimum
occupancy standards. Because this new legislation is a result of an appropriations bill
the regulation could change year to year. However Oakland Housing Authority
recognizes the benefit of this legislation and in order to preserve the outcome Oakland
Housing Authority is proposing that moving forward utility allowance will continue to be
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calculated based on the minimum occupancy standards. This activity also eliminates the
Utility Allowance payment to households. This payment is on average $40.00.
Q: If you eliminate the Utility Allowance payment, will a resident’s expenses
increase? –Tina Moses
A: This is reviewed in the next slide.
Q: What is the FFY acronym?
A: Federal Fiscal Year
Ms. Henderson reviewed slide #14 in the February 6, 2014 Resident Advisory Board
PowerPoint addressing the Impact Analysis of the Modified Utility Allowance Policy,
which address the number of households which will be impacted by this modification and
the financial impact.
Q: How would I know if I am receiving a subsidy for my unit or not? – Sheliah
Najeeullah
A: You may not receive a check from us but this calculation is always done.
Ms. Henderson indicated that families which will be financially impacted by this will be
referred to Family & Community Partnerships (FCP) and encouraged to apply for other
subsidized programs such as reduced rate utility programs etc…
Q: Could the hardship policy be kept in place for the utility allowance?
A: Since the allowance is required by the federal government the hardship policy does
not apply. Secondly, for the utility reimbursement payment, a six month notice will exist.
If there is a long term hardship we may be able to make an amendment allowing us to
extend the hardship period.
Sheliah Najeeullah shared that PG&E has a program that will make allowances for
medical equipment which may be raising your rates.
Ms. Henderson reviewed Oakland Housing Authority’s current activities:
 Ongoing Activities Being Implemented (13)
 Activities On Hold (6)
 Activities Not Yet Implemented (4)
Q: How do you see major changes in having to walk back on some of these
Issues with congress? –Henry Flowers
A: We couldn’t even come close to surmising what’s going to happen. The good
news is that they agreed on a budget and that was a really big accomplishment in
terms of our funding to make sure that we have some level of stability. In terms of
changes the reason why we want to go ahead and implement this activity is because
we don’t want to be subject to the whims of going back and forth, so in the
appropriation that’s an annual approval. We are trying to provide additional stability
to our programs in this area.
Q: how can we identify the activities implemented, the ones that are on hold
and the activities that are not implemented?
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A: The activities that we received approval for are on a chart in “The MTW Plan” on
pages 20-22. Following that are the implemented activities there’s table 10 which is a
chart of all of the activities that we attend to implement in 2015. If you go to page 52,
there is a chart of activities not yet implemented and on page 56 are activities that
are on hold.
Ms. Henderson quickly reviewed the MTW Budget, she explained the chart and
highlighted the amount of services OHA provides and identified tenant services
which add up to $1,391,877.00.
Ms. Henderson reviewed MTW funded initiatives, which focused on:
 Preserving and Enhancing Our Portfolio
 Preserving and expanding Affordable Housing
 Promoting Resident Empowerment and Self- Sufficiency
 Providing a Consistent Level of Security to Our Residents
Ms. Henderson pointed out that because of Oakland Housing Authority’s MTW
Plan, OHA has what’s called the “Single Fund Flexibility,” where they can take all of
their money, put it all in one pot, and decide how they want to spend it if it is
approved by HUD, that’s how services are provided.
Ms. Janet Rice stated that they were supposed to wrap up at 6:15 and they are a
little bit over time, but because they have a guest they had a request to switch one
portion of the agenda, if it is acceptable to RAB. She would like for the
Commissioners Announcements Section to take the place of the Sunshine
Committee Phone Tree. By a show of hands, they came to an agreement to switch
the order of the agenda. She invited Commissioner Hurd to make an introduction and
talk about the next order of the agenda.
3. Commissioner’s Announcements
Ms. Hurd stated that the city of Oakland is putting together a ballot initiative titled
“Raise the Minimum Wage,” she asked for her guest to come and briefly speak about
the process.
Mr. Steve Gilbert, BART Union Volunteer, states that this Ballot would increase the
minimum wage from its current amount which is $8.25 to $9.00 in June (based on
previous legislation) and hopefully to $12.25, and specified that with inflation prices
raise the wage level will do the same. This initiative will mandate that every employer
will provide earned sick leave for anyone who is working in the city of Oakland, and
employees will have protection against tip thefts. There’s going be a signature
campaign for Oakland residents to get this on the ballot they need up to 30,000 and
22,000 has to be valid signatures by Oakland residents who are registered to vote.
He indicated that the start date will be Saturday 2/15/14.
Q: If someone who owns a business is against income being raised, what are
the arguments do you bring in your defense? –Henry Flowers
A: This benefits the whole community of Oakland one of our problems in terms of
jobs is that most people don’t have enough money to spend and a business would
not come into an area unless they are going to provide a service if someone cannot
buy it. They are not going to employ people, and open up their doors.
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Jack Bryson, OPO, spoke about the importance of the ballot as far as providing sick
leave for employees as well.
4.

Sunshine Committee Phone Tree
The committee will open during the next RAB meeting due to time; it was an
announcement for those who are interested in joining to submit their name and number
to staff.
Q: Can you tell me exactly what the Sunshine Committee Phone Tree is for? –Tina
Moses
A: We are trying to keep in touch with RAB Members who are unable to attend due to
being sick, have other serious issues, and need extra support.

5.

Civic Engagement Announcements
 Financial Empowerment Boot Camp- 2nd Tuesday of each month and began
February 13th, 2014, 6:30- 8:30pm, located at the Unity Council Building at 3301
East 12th St, Suite 201. Transportation is available.
 Oakland Sustainable Neighborhood Initiative -Thursday February 13th, 2014,
6:00-8:00pm, located at 975 85th Avenue.
 Black History Month Appreciation Lunch- Tuesday February 25th, 2014, 1:304:00pm, located at Palo-Vista Community Center 6503 Fenham St.
 East Oakland Town Hall Meeting- Thursday, March 13th, 2014, 5:00-7:00pm,
located at Lions Creek Crossing.
 2014 African American Parent Conference- Saturday, March 15th, 2014, 8:00am3:00pm, located at Castlemont High School, 8601 Mac Arthur Blvd.
 Tax Support Event and Affordable Care Saturday, February 7th, 2014, at the
Oakland Main Library from 10:00am-4:00pm.
 Black History Event Thursday, February 22nd, 2014, 11:00am Located at Saint
Mary’s 925 Brockhurst St.

6.

Public Comment and Closing
 Shawn Johnson indicated there was information in the back of the room
requested by Mr. Flowers on different resident advisory boards and resident
councils.
 Mr. Flowers stated that he is very concerned issues involving health and he
introduced a visitor to speak about health. Kristian Noriega, Samuel Merritt,
stated that she would like to incorporate health as a norm and do activities to
make people look and feel better.
 Shawn passed out certificates for appreciation to notice those who are involved
in different activities.
Thursday, March 6, 2014
5:00pm to 7:00pm
At 1619 Harrison St.
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In the Board of Commissioners’ Room
Adjournment
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March 6, 2014 RAB Meeting
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Resident Advisory Board
Thursday, March 6, 2014
Meeting Minutes
Resident Advisory Board Members in Attendance:
Johnnie Green, Bernice Jordan, LaRika Lee, Lillian Gibson, Robert Mitchell, Sharon
Montgomery, Sheliah Najeeullah, Bettye Lou Wright.
Guests:
Cheryl Crosby, Steve Gilbert, Jessifer Johnson, Vickie Marcinowsky, Greg Marro,
Dreena Rivera, Brenda shepherd, Billy Smith.
Staff Members in Attendance:
Hanan Albabtain, FCP; Lenita Ellis, FCP; Dominica Henderson, EO; Faye Herald, FCP;
Eric Johnson, EO; Shawn Johnson, FCP; Janet Rice, EO; José Romero, FCP; Tony
Ruch, EO; Mark Schrifel, OPO; Nicole Thompson, FCP
1. Welcome, Introductions, and Roll
Ms. Shelia Najeeullah welcomes all members, guest and staff to Resident Advisory
Board Meeting. Ms.Najeeullah proceeded with the roll call and guest and staff
introductions.
Executive Director, Mr. Eric Johnson, welcomed everyone in attendance and discussed
the recent Moving to Work (MTW) conference. Mr. Johnson explained that the MTW
agreement will expire in 2018 and that the Oakland Housing Authority (OHA) was being
aggressive at organizing the other 34 agencies to obtain an extension. Mr. Johnson
indicated that there is an assessment and bench marketing policy in the new MTW Plan
(that HUD requires), which will cause OHA to put their money aside in a conventional
box to conserve funding. Mr. Johnson announced that OHA was one of a few Public
Housing Agencies (PHA) that obtained an extension for 10 years (from 2018-2028). He
specified that there is going to be no changes to the agreement, and once the extension
is signed there will be ongoing conversations on what goals OHA will focus on for the
coming years.
Q: How many families does the Oakland Housing Authority serve, and how many
do MTW serve? – Robert Mitchell
A: I’m not sure on how many for MTW PHA’s because there are 39 agencies and they
just added 5 very small ones, but we serve a total of 16,800 families in Oakland this year
(OHA started at about 13,000 -14,000 when we entered the program). We can’t continue
to keep serving that many at our current funding level. That is why we are not issuing
vouchers. – Eric Johnson
Mr. Johnson explained the focus of the Sponsors Based Program and informed
attendees that OHA is trying to add two things that they would like control with the MTW
Plan, utility adjustment and portability in the Bay Area.
2. OHA’s FY 2015 MTW Annual Plan Review
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Director of Planning, Implementation and Compliance Ms. Dominica Henderson
indicated that she will be presenting a short review of last month’s Resident Advisory
Board (RAB) meeting MTW slides that will target specific information about proposed
activities. Ms. Henderson also announced that the MTW Plan, the Administrative Plan,
Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy (ACOP) are open for public comment. Ms.
Henderson further explained that the comment period has been open for the past 30
days and will close on Friday, March 7, 2014. Ms. Henderson also specified that this is
the opportunity to comment on activities OHA is proposing.
Q: Your last comment about seniors being able to skip the recertification every
year is it really in the plan and all it has to do right now is be approved rather than
just a rumor? – Bernice Jordan
A: Yes, it is approved but it is not implemented because of the business system. We
hope to launch the business systems sometime early next year then we will incorporate
bi-annual recertifications into all of our housing programs. It is an approved activity and
the reason why it is not implemented is because we do not currently have the capacity to
manage the new business system at this time.
-Dominica Henderson
Q: East Bay Aging Leasing Development Corporation (EBALDC) is telling
residents that we still have to do evaluation recertification every year with them,
and it is very confusing because it is like we are living under two sets of leases
and rules. We know we are under Section 8, but I don’t understand what this is
going to mean for us because you’re saying bi- annual and they telling us
regardless of what OHA does we have to abide by their set standards? - Bettye
Lou Wright
A: What we have are MTW Vouchers, and MTW households under that program. Those
vouchers that are MTW and the public housing households should be operating
according to our MTW Plan. I will have to go through and re-introduce activities to our
various housing management companies. I will have to go over with them what our new
OHA policies mean, and we will work together with them to implement our MTW
activities that have not been already implemented. We have twenty-three (23) approved
activities not all of them are being implemented. Some are being implemented for some
household and not others due to staffing capacity. We look forward to educating our third
party management companies on their responsibilities. I can’t say it would be immediate,
but hopefully within the next year. - Dominica Henderson
Q: Are you stating that in the end, EBALDC must comply with the program you set
up they cannot operate separately? - Bettye Lou Wright
A: If they have tax credit money the tax credit does require an annual certification of
income so we would have to see if the building you’re in has that type of funding.
EBALDC does send, and require the certification annually to continue with the tax credit,
that could be the reason. - Dominica Henderson
Q: Do we have an overall plan or a timeline for the MTW participants? If a person
is Section 8 or a voucher holder and they want to move to work, do we have a set
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timeline to assist them so that they can transition into the working environment? –
Sharon Montgomery
A: MTW is an acronym for the program which the Oakland Housing participates in, it is
not a label for individual households to move from non-work to work. All the households
that participate in the program would have access to the Department of Family and
Community Partnerships (FCP). I don’t know if there is a specific timeline for people who
want to go from non-work to working. One of the objectives for the MTW program is to
move households that have children towards self-sufficiency. That is one of the
objectives that we have to meet. - Dominica Henderson
Q: That’s what I was trying to get my question to focus on because I heard Mr.
Johnson say that were going down and I’m thinking that we want to give the
people a hand up and not hand out? – Sharon Montgomery
A: I think you’re asking about some of the programs that FCP has, we do support
individuals with employment opportunities and depending on where the person is there
may or may not be a timeline for them. We do have some programs that do have
timelines associated with it for example our Family Self-Sufficiency program that
program is no more than 5 years. – Lenita Ellis
Q: Can we possibly do something like a campaign to try to encourage more
families to participate into the family sufficiency. That way, people won’t be stuck
and can literally transition. That way it can allow someone else to come up the
ranks and receive assistance? – Sharon Montgomery
A: Absolutely. – Lenita Ellis
Ms. Dominica Henderson proceeded in discussing current and potential activities.
OHA Current and Potential Activities
Ms. Henderson indicated that there are twenty-three (23) activities that are currently
approved and two (2) proposed activities that OHA hopes to submit to HUD and receive
approval for the year of 2015.
Approved Activities
Ms. Henderson stated that of the twenty-three (23) activities that have been approved by
HUD and by the Board of Commissioners, they expect that thirteen (13) will actually be
utilized for the fiscal year of 2015 and six (6) are on hold, but have been implemented in
the past years. OHA does not anticipate using them in the year of 2015. There have
been activities that were approved, but were never implemented. Ms. Henderson stated
that activities six (6) and four (4) will be kept on hold because they cannot be used this
year.
Proposed Activities
OHA has decided to move forward with the proposed activities to meet the
statutory objective of reducing cost and achieving greater cost effectiveness. By
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reducing cost, OHA is able to put that money into different MTW activities in order
to serve additional households.
There are special circumstances that allow families to port out, OHA is limiting
the portability to those 9 counties, but if you have a special circumstance and can
verify then you will be able to move.
 Reasonable accommodations
 Verifiable employment opportunity
 Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) cases
 Port-outs for education
 Verifiable threat to the physical safety
 OHA port outs that are absorbed
 Port-outs for vouchers that OHA is administering (unabsorbed)
 Declared natural disaster or state of emergency
Q: Would we have an agreement with the other nine (9) counties is that what Mr.
Johnson is in the process of working on? – Sharon Montgomery
A: Yes. This activity may lead to Mr. Johnson working with the nine agencies on an
agreement- Dominica Henderson
Q: If a person would like to port out, can we set up something in order for them to
not reject people with vouchers? – Sharon Montgomery
A: What Mr. Johnson was mentioning was an agreement; this activity may encourage
some of these local jurisdictions and local housing authorities to execute agreements
with us because they have so many OHA residents in their counties. That agreement
would treat those households like they’re still in Oakland. - Dominica Henderson
Q: I’m personally a student in this county, but I plan on transferring to a
university. If a family member has trouble moving to that university, would that
count as a port out or would we have to go through something else? – LaRika Lee
A: It would be considered a port out if you were moving to another jurisdiction to pursue
your educational goals. What we have proposed in the MTW plan is that if you are able
to demonstrate that you have the full-time enrollment status that is required it would be
considered a port-out. - Dominica Henderson
Portability Analysis
Ms. Dominica Henderson presented an overview of Portability Analysis and explained
how to read the chart and how it affects the Oakland Housing Authority.
Cost of Local Area Port-Outs




Loss of HAP and Administrative Fee
Increased administrative burden
Decrease in dollars spent in Oakland
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Families will lose access to the services provided by the Department of
Family & Community Partnerships
 Neighborhoods and schools experience higher turn-over rates
Proposed Activity #15-02







Modifies Utility Allowance Policy
Modifies Utility Allowance Policy to be consistent with the consolidated
Appropriations Act, 2014 requirements that the household’s utility allowance is
consistent with its minimum subsidy or occupancy standard
Eliminates the utility allowance payment.

Q: Is there a case by case consideration of the extension for the utility
allowance?
A: Yes, when HUD came on their sight visit OHA was encouraged to be very specific
about what our hardship policy will entail. We also have plans to include an extended or
longer term hardship policy that OHA will be able to apply on a case to case basis.
Impact Analysis
Ms. Henderson explained that the utility allowances are higher in the Section 8 program
because Public Housing does not pay for water and garbage. OHA proposed to
eliminate that payment, provide residents with a 6-month notice before the payment is
eliminated. OHA will consider applying the hardship policies for affected residents on a
case by case basis.
3. Commissioner’s Announcements
The Commissioners have been excused for the evening.
4. Civic Engagement Announcements
Neighborhood Leadership institute- Saturday, March 8, 2014
Financial Empowerment Boot Camp!- Thursday, March 13, 2014
East Oakland Town Hall Meeting- Thursday, March 13, 2014
2014 African American Parent Conference- Saturday, March 15,2014
Cypress Mandela Construction Training Center: OHA Prequalification
Meeting- Wednesday, March 26, 2014 at 3:00p.m
 Road Map to Success Workshop Series- Wednesday, April 9, 2014
 Ms. Betty Lou Wright gave recognition to the maintenance staff of OHA for
taking care of resident properties.
 Ms. Lillian Gibson stated that the Executive Director of Richmond Public
Housing handled himself well.
 Mr. Johnny Green suggested people visit properties that OHA
maintenance
is up keeping.
 Ms. Sharon Montgomery announced that Martin Luther King Jr.
III will be a guest speaker at Allen Temple Baptist Church on Saturday,
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March 29, 2014 at 7:00p.m
5.

Public Comment and Closing
Ms. Betty Lou Wright thanked everyone who donated to a less fortunate
family that she has been helping.
 Ms. Larika Lee announced her involvement with Futures Elementary
School gaining more parent activities in classrooms, she is working with
parents to support the walking school bus for children who have
transportation issues. The parents also support when security is not
there to help with reducing bullying and fighting. She announced that she
has been hired as a Parent Ambassador for Futures Elementary School
and she is working toward her goal on becoming a teacher.
 OHA’s new website is now live with new information, functionality, and has
the ability to easily submit comments and questions. All questions and
comments will be routed directly to the appropriate program area.
 The Spring/Summer edition of the Our Voice newsletter is currently
underway and we would like to have five residents assist with writing
articles.


Thursday, April 3, 2014
5:00pm to 7:00pm
At 1619 Harrison St.
In the Board of Commissioners’ Room
Adjournment
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APPENDIX E

Evidence of Public Process
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February 3, 2014

Announcement and Notice of Public Hearing
The Oakland Housing Authority (OHA) has published the draft Fiscal Year (FY) 2015
Moving to Work (MTW) Annual Plan. Included in the MTW Annual Plan are changes to
the Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy (ACOP) for the Public Housing
program and the Administrative Plan for the Housing Choice Voucher program. OHA
will hold a public hearing on February 24, 2014 at 6:00 PM to hear public comments on
the draft MTW Annual Plan. The public is invited to attend and provide comments.
Public Hearing Date: Monday, February 24, 2014
Time: 6:00 PM
Location: Commissioner’s Room, 1619 Harrison Street, Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: (510) 874-1512 or (510) 874-1518
In addition, written comments on the draft FY 2015 MTW Annual Plan, ACOP, or the
Administrative Plan will be accepted through 4:30 PM on Friday, March 7, 2013.
Written comments should be addressed to Dominica Henderson, Executive Office, 1619
Harrison Street, Oakland, California, 94612, or may be submitted by email to
dhenderson@oakha.org.
OHA’s FY 2015 MTW Annual Plan is intended to provide residents, the public, and HUD
with information on OHA’s programs and policies, including both approved and
proposed MTW activities, operating budgets and capital investment plans.
Copies of the draft FY 2015 MTW Annual Plan can be found on the Oakland Housing
Authority’s web site at www.oakha.org or by calling (510) 874-1518.
Language translation services are available in 151 languages at all offices at no cost.
所有辦公地點都會免費提供151種的外語翻譯服務○
Los servicios de traducción en 151 idiomas están disponibles en todos las oficinas sin ningún costo.
Chuong trinh thông dịch đây đủ cho tơí 151 tíêng nói mỉên phí cho qúy vị đang có tại nhìêu văn phòng gần
đây.
To request interpretation services call (510) 874-1653. TDD number (510) 832-0633
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